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BACKGROUND TO OUSD’S SCHOOL QUALITY REVIEW WORK
During 2010-2011, fourteen task forces were formed with representation from a variety of
stakeholders ranging from students and parents, to teachers, administrators, and community
partners throughout Oakland. The Quality Community Schools Development Task Force was
formed to define and set out a work plan to move the community toward a common vision of
quality in Oakland’s schools.
The Quality Community Schools Development Task Force created a set of School Quality
Standards, comprised of six Quality Indicators delineating sixty-one Quality Standards. This
work incorporates findings from other task forces (Teaching Effectiveness, Effective Leadership,
Full Service Community Schools, Experience and Achievement, and African American Male
Achievement) that were also addressing elements of quality in schools. At the end of the year,
the School Quality Standards and the School Quality Review (SQR) process were incorporated
into the District Strategic Plan, which was adopted by the OUSD Board of Education in May
2011.
The 2011-2012 was Year 1 of School Quality Review implementation. The goal of the Quality
Community Schools Development office for year 1 was “to implement a successful pilot of 15
schools for School Quality Reviews across 3 regions in grades K-8.” In this “pilot” year, in
addition to completing the 15 SQR reports, the emphasis was on design, capacity building,
promoting district-wide awareness of the new process, and aligning it to District tools and
systems.
In 2013-2014, we will review 16 schools – 7 elementary, 3 middle and 6 high schools. The SQR
Teams will focus on 19 of the 50 “highest leverage” school quality standards and not every
standard. High school reviews are designed to align with and support the high school WASC
accreditation process.
About this report:
The following report provides a description of this school’s strengths and challenges in its
development toward the school quality defined in the OUSD School Quality Standards. This
report does not offer specific recommendations for further improvement or growth. A key goal
of the School Quality Review is for schools to “see” what they do well and what needs
improvement. It is the school community, in coordination with central supports, that should
identify what should be done next to improve the quality of services the school provides
students and families. These next steps need to be carefully planned and prioritized by the
various stakeholders of the school and incorporated into the Community Schools Strategic Site
Plan (CSSSP).
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PART 1: THE SCHOOL CONTEXT
Location/Neighborhood and Community Description/Description of School Facilities
Fremont High School is located in the Fruitvale District of East Oakland. The school is bordered
by 47th Avenue, Foothill Boulevard, and High Street. According to the 2010 Census, there are
approximately 3,698 residents between the age of 15 and 19 years old in this neighborhood.
Twenty six percent of high school age students in this area are reported to be enrolled in
private schools. The Latino and Asian populations have stayed consistent in the neighborhood
with 42.2% of residents being foreign born according to the 2010 census data, while the African
American population has decreased by 29%. The average household salary/wage filed in 2005
was $29, 428, compared to the state average of $49, 455. Residents with income below the
poverty level in 2010 were 29.3% and 18.2% were below 50% of the poverty level. The student
population of Fremont High reflects the aforementioned demographics of the community with
over 80% of students qualifying for free or reduced lunch. Furthermore, according to the LiveGo data collected by the district, 55% percent of Fremont students live in the neighborhood and
the additional 45% come from a variety of attendance areas (Castlemont being the largest at
32%).
The main entrance into the school is located on 47th Avenue. A security officer is typically
located at this entrance, with the responsibility to keep track of students who arrive more than
30 minutes late, as well as adults that come into the school. There is an additional entrance
gate on Ygnacio Street, just off High Street. Few students enter through this gate; however,
staff uses this entrance more often because it leads into the staff parking lot. Immediately
noticeable when approaching the school is the extremely high fencing that surrounds the
school (both wrought iron and chain link). Administration as well as parents mentioned that
this fence keeps students safer inside of the school away from the violence of the
neighborhood. The SQR team observed sections of the “fence along the field/parking lot
broken at the west end.” Parents further shared that last year “students who did not want to
go to class made holes in the fence and left the school.”
Just through the main gate, there is a quad area where students gather during non-structured
time. The cafeteria is located to the right; the main office is in front with a presently not used
library on the second floor right above the main office. The 9th Grade House is located to the
left on the second floor with additional classrooms on the first floor and the family center easily
accessed through the quad. There is another two story building for additional 10th to 12th
grade classrooms to the right of the cafeteria. Behind this building, there are science labs and
technical education classrooms for the various California Partnership Academies’ vocational
programs. Behind the office building rests the gym with the health clinic right beneath it on the
first floor, the “Den” in the basement of the office building, which is used by the after school
program and various support service organizations, portable classrooms and the football field.
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The SQR team noticed a clean campus free of garbage and graffiti at the beginning of the day
that was later soiled with wrappers, food and liquid spills, and papers as the day progressed.
The SQR team also noticed freshly painted walls, but staircases that had accumulated grime and
were in need of a good power wash. There were few signs posted to help people navigate the
school buildings, programs, services, or to designate emergency exits. The football field, made
of artificial grass, was clean with plenty of garbage containers and one set of bleachers.
Additionally, in other sections of the yard, there were basketball hoops and soccer nets that,
although they were not in good condition (with tears and rips tied), did not deter students from
using them.
School History
The school has been in operation since 1905 and has experienced a variety of transformations
and reconfigurations. Most recently, in the past 10 years, the school transformed into 5 smaller
schools between 2003 and 2012, and then back to one large comprehensive high school in
2012.
While divided into 5 small schools on the same campus, each program had its own
administration and functioned individually, but shared the same library and had common sports
teams under the Fremont Federation High School banner. After spring 2011, as part of an
Oakland Unified School District decision to slowly reverse the small school system primarily due
to the lack of continued support from the Gates Foundation, the three remaining schools
(Mandela Law & Service Academy, Media Academy and Architecture Academy) became less
autonomous. The 2011-2012 school year reintroduced a central administration with three
separate entities and budgets on campus leading to the Fremont Federation of High Schools
becoming Fremont High School, with one single administration beginning in fall 2012.
Leadership changed during the 2011-12 school year, and again this 2013-14 school year.
In their self-reflection, the school wrote:
The journey for Fremont High’s students and their families, for the faculty and staff,
has been tumultuous and often full of obstacles at the district and state level over
which the school had no control. From budget cuts to teachers having to work on
‘special assignment’ status, Fremont High has faced the ramifications of decisions
made by outside forces that were very far removed from the needs of our particular
community. We have never been as resilient as we are now, standing together today
as a united Fremont High, despite ten years’ worth of transitions. The one constant
on the journey is the school’s consistent reform efforts to build a safe space for
students where they can feel a sense of family and shared culture, while also
focusing on the literacy skills and academic rigor of the teaching and learning. This
has been challenged repeatedly by external factors, one of which has resulted in a
high teacher turnover rate in the last two years. Despite even this, the remaining
faculty and administration have stayed committed to the initial small schools’ vision
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of making students feel their learning has a purpose and will help them succeed in
the world after high school, as well as constantly re-thinking and building on the
successes of school policies and structures so that the “whole student” is nurtured
and healthy.
The school's present configuration is that of the "wall to wall" career academies model,
consisting of a 9th Grade House which feeds into one of three California Partnership Academies
(CPAs), specifically the Architecture, Mandela Law & Public Service, and Media. Additionally,
the school has a Newcomer program and the Program for Exceptional Children (PEC) servicing
students with Individualized Educational Plans (IEPs).
School Vision
The vision of Fremont High lies in “creating a beacon for academic achievement, progress and
prosperity for our community.” This vision was defined by the Instructional Leadership Team
(ILT) composed of administrators, CPA leaders, representatives of programs and departments,
the Community School Manger (representing the various support service agencies) and
students during the summer of 2013 after the new principal was hired. The new vision was
created by combining parts of the individual vision statements which each of the small schools
had before their transformation in 2011. The self-reflection indicates, “All of the faculty and
staff on campus hold this vision, and students are reminded of it daily when they walk into each
classroom.”
School Mission
The mission of Fremont High School is “to provide Fremont’s students with a rigorous, inclusive
and equitable education that prepares them to determine their own future.”
Expected Schoolwide Learning Results (ESLRS)
In lieu of ESLRs, Fremont uses the term “Student Attributes.” These were designed by the staff
during the 2011-12 school year and not only spell out what students are expected to acquire
while at Fremont High, but also how the adults in the building will support students to attain
them. Below is the short version of the Student Attribute; the long version is found in the
appendices section at the end of this report.
Student Attributes or ASAP:
Academic Excellence
Social Responsibility
Accountability
Proactiveness
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Student Demographics
For this 2013-2014 school year, at the time of the September School Quality Review (SQR) visit,
approximately 730 students were enrolled at Fremont High. This enrollment signifies a third
consecutive year of falling enrollment, averaging a 78 student decline each year since a high of
1000 students in 2009-2010. (See Enrollment-Multi-Year report in the appendices section).
The following data was gathered from the district’s Aeries Student Information System at the
time of the SQR visit:
 Fifty-four percent of Fremont students are Latino. This group represents the largest
group at the school and this year’s percentage is slightly higher, but fairly consistent
over the past five years.
 African American students make up 30% of the school. This is the second highest group
at the school and this year’s percentage is slightly lower, but fairly consistent over the
past five years.
 Asian/Pacific Islander students comprise 13% of Fremont’s enrollment, a percentage
which has gradually increased over the past five years and is similar to the enrollment
rate in the 2008-09 school year.
 The remainder 3% is composed of White and other ethnic groups.
 The English Language Learner population is approximately 33%. This is slightly higher
than the average percentage rate of 31% over the past five years. When looking only at
this population, 55% are considered “Long Term English Learners” meaning that they
have been in the school system for more than six years and have not yet acquired
redesignation status. The remaining 45% have less than five years of learning English as
a Second Language.
The following charts show data from the official 2012-2013 California Basic Educational Data
System (CBEDS) annual counts that are gathered in October of every school year throughout
California districts.
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School Leadership
Emiliano Sanchez is the current principal at Fremont High School. Although he is new as
principal at the school, he is not new to the school or to the district. In fact, Mr. Sanchez is an
alumnus of Fremont High and was hired by Oakland Unified at the beginning of the 1991 school
year. He began as an Instructional Assistant (IA) at Melrose Elementary and later moved to the
district office as a district-wide Spanish-bilingual IA where he supported six schools with their
various language translation needs. In 1993, Emiliano became a math teacher at Calvin
Simmons Middle School. He remained there until the year 2000. During this time, he
participated in the writing of a math support grant and became part of the team to carry out
the grant. Mr. Sanchez was housed at Fremont High School beginning with the 2000-01 school
year while holding an Instructional Facilitator position and responsible for Professional
Development and support for the Middle Grade Math teachers. In 2005, Emiliano was invited
to become the Assistant Principal for the small College Preparatory and Architecture Academy
on the Fremont campus where he remained until this year. Because of his long tenure at
Fremont, Emiliano Sanchez knows the faculty, the students, and the needs and culture of the
school.
The school is also supported by two assistant principals, Ana Vasquez and Matt Schaffer. Ana
Vasquez has been in the district for ten years. She was previously the counselor at Mandela
Law & Service Academy. When the school was being re-organized as a big high school, she
went to United for Success Academy Middle as the assistant principal for one year. This year,
Fremont High School
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she was invited back to Fremont High as one of the two assistant principals. Some of her
responsibilities include: Coordinating counseling services, including college counseling,
supervising office and security officers, coordinating testing, Positive Behavior Intervention and
Supports (PBIS), evaluation of 17 teachers, and discipline of 12th graders although she helps
with the discipline of the other grade levels. Her expertise and tenure with Mandela Academy
brings balance and knowledge of the school, structures, students and families. She is able to
hold the big picture and has a goal of creating structures and funneling services where they are
needed. Matt Schaffer is brand new to the district and to the school. This is his first year as
Assistant Principal. His responsibilities revolve around overseeing operations for the school,
campus safety, testing, the Williams’s textbook process, and addressing some discipline.

Teaching Staff
Over the last 13 years, the staff at Fremont High has experienced sharp transformation.
According to the present principal who has been at the school since 2000, prior to breaking off
into small schools, there were about 100 teachers and many of them were veteran with as
many as 33 years of teaching experience. Presently, 42 teachers are employed at the school
and the tenure is slightly over 6 years. More specifically, 23% of the staff have 10 or more years
of experience, 22% have between 5-9 years of experience, 33% have 2-4 years of experience,
and 22% have 1 or less years of experience. The teaching staff is 60% female and 40% male.
When looking at the ethnic background of the staff, you find: 48% White, 14% Asian, 14%
Latino, 12% Filipino, 7% Indian, and 5% African American.

Other Staff
Additional support staff at the school included:
9th grade Case Manger – 1
After School Program Coordinator and Staff
Attendance Clerk – to return from medical leave in October 2013
Bilingual Clerk – to start in November 2013
Cafeteria Staff
Community School Manager – 1
Custodians – 5
Parent Center coordinator – 1
Program for Exceptional Children - Counselor and support staff
Program for Exceptional Children - Instructional Assistants
Program for Exceptional Children - Psychologist
Fremont High School
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School Counselor -1
School Security Officers – 6
Secretary – 1

Instructional Program
The instructional program at Fremont High revolves around a 9th Grade House, three California
Partnership Academies, a Newcomer program, and a program for students with disabilities Program for Exceptional Children (PEC). Within these structures, the school also offers
Advisory, Advanced Placement classes, and an after school program sponsored by Alternatives
in Action.
9th Grade House: In anticipation of Fremont High School becoming a large school during the
2012-13 school year, work began the previous year to start a 9th Grade House. According to
several people interviewed, 9th graders were not being successful based on academic,
discipline, attendance, and drop-out data and needed an alternative program to be successful.
One of the teachers at the time had engaged in opening a 9th Grade House in Philadelphia
before coming to Fremont High. Fremont’s 9th Grade House replicated her experience. The
house was very explicit in designing common policies, procedures, culture, and expectations.
Teachers worked four periods and had two prep periods. One of those preps was for daily
collaboration and professional development, while the second was for teachers’ preparation of
lessons and correction of student work. The house experienced positive results in reducing
suspensions and in keeping all of their students and moving them to 10th grade, but were not
able to see successes in academics. In fact, the 9th grade aggregated GPA was in the “D grade”
range based on data collected by the school. This year, 80 students were enrolled in the 9th
Grade House in four cohorts of students. The 9th Grade House area of concentration for the
year is to improve the academic achievement of its students.
California Partnership Academies: A California Partnership Academy is a small learning
community within a larger high school. A typical academy enrolls about 100 to 200 students in
grades 10-12. A group of students at each grade level take a set of classes together. In grades
10 and 11 the academy core classes include at least three academic subjects and a careertechnical class. In grade 12 the academy core classes include at least one academic subject
plus the career-technical class. Taking a set of classes together each year for three years helps
students learn to collaborate and give mutual support. The academy classes include only
academy students. This enables academy teachers to plan lessons and projects merging aspects
of several academic and career-technical disciplines. Teachers plan their curriculum together,
Fremont High School
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creating connections across classes in different subjects during their “common prep” period. In
team meetings they can discuss how a student is performing in different classes. Working with
the same students for three years builds greater trust and understanding between students,
parents, and their teachers.
The academy curriculum provides students a range of college and career options following
graduation. Academies have career-related themes. Academy students go on field trips to
practice learning in context and to visit work sites. They have mentors and internships with
industry professionals. Seeing the relevance of their school work to life beyond high school
helps motivate students to succeed, and practicing career skills guides them to success in the
workplace whether or not they continue in the field of their academy’s industry focus. Each
academy is required to have an active advisory board representing local employers in the
academy’s field of work. Advisory boards also include representatives of local colleges and
universities. The board advises the teacher team on relevance and content of curriculum;
provides resources; helps plan and arrange field trips, mentors, and internship opportunities;
and generally oversees and supports the work of the academy.
Fremont High school has three California Partnership Academies: Architecture, Mandela Law &
Service and Media.
o Architecture: Founded in 1994, the academy emphasized traditional academics
combined with Architecture Design and Construction and Technology classes which
provide students the opportunity to design and build creative projects. Students
graduating from the Academy can pursue occupational training programs at the
community college level, post-secondary educational courses in related fields or directly
enter the work force in an entry level technical training position with career potential.
The academy has made partnerships with EBMUD, Tradeswomen Inc., Sheet metal and
Carpenters Unions.
o Mandela Law & Service: This is the newest of the three academies established in 2007.
Their goal was to prepare students for college and careers in legal and government
service. Through project-based, interactive, student-centered curriculum, mandatory
internships in the field, field trips and guest speakers, students are expected to learn
professional research and critical thinking skills. Their academy courses included Social
Justice and Law and Justice nationally and worldwide. Hastings Law students served as
Marshall Brennan Constitutional Literacy Coaches. They have also made partnerships
with UC Berkeley’s Law School, Women League of Voters, and the Office of the Mayor.
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o Media: Founded in 1986, the original Media Academy had as its goal to prepare
students for the ever changing world of media communications. In the past, it combined
college prep curriculum with hands-on courses in digital and print media--radio,
television, multimedia, dramatic and graphic arts. This year, the academy has a new
coordinator due to the original founder leaving the school last year. The academy has
also experienced a high turn-over in teachers. With these transitions, the academy is
starting again. The academy’s elective courses include video production and
journalism/newspaper and continue to partner with KDOL and Cal State East Bay.
Newcomer Program: This program began out of the need to service newcomer students.
Initially students were placed in one self-contained classroom where they received all of their
academic classes. This evolved to the present program that service 85 students. Students take
a double period of English Language Development (ELD) to accelerate their language skills.
They also take Sheltered Science, Math, History and Advisory. With the exception of 9th
graders who receive all of their classes within the Newcomer program, most other students
belong to the Architecture Academy. There are few newcomer students who chose to
participate in the other two academies.
Program for Exceptional Children (PEC): The school supports 35 students in the Resource
program. These students are provided pull-out services depending on their IEP for math and
ELA. In addition, there are various programs for Special Day Class (SDC) students. There is a
traditional SDC program, a counseling enriched program and a program for students with
social-emotional needs. Seneca was the academic program helping this last program for the
last three years. The students from the above mentioned programs are mainstreamed into
electives and general education classes depending on their IEP and teachers’
recommendations. Students are provided push-in assistance when they are mainstreamed.
Advisory: Advisory appeared in the master schedule two periods per week for a total of 101
minutes. The curriculum for this course varied depending on the grade level. 9th grade
Advisory is focused on making the transition into high school; 12th grade Advisory focused on
the Senior Project, but also on writing personal statements, FAFSA, and college applications
that happen in different chunks. The curriculum for 10th and 11th grade advisory was less
structured and varied from being a study hall to practicing for the CAHSEE and reviewing
transcripts. At the time of the visit, 10th and 11th grade advisors were adopting and getting
training to implement the ECCO curriculum from Linked-Learning.
Advanced Placement Classes: Fremont High offered nine Advanced Placement (AP) courses:
AP American Government (11 students enrolled)
Fremont High School
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AP Biology (8 students enrolled)
AP Calculus (7 students enrolled)
AP Language (36 students enrolled)
AP Literature (20 students enrolled)
AP Spanish (2 sections with a total of 48 students enrolled)
AP US History (21 students enrolled)
AP World History (20 students enrolled)
Alternatives in Action: Formerly known as HOME Project, the program offered youth and their
families a broad range of after school programming and school-linked services that prepared
young people for success in college, career and community leadership. The program involved
school youth in the "Six Pillars of Collaborative Programming." These included After School
Community Projects, Academic Support and College Preparation, Career Development, Parent
Engagement, Health and Wellness, and Cascading Leadership. They offered a place and
supports that met the needs of the whole child, from leadership to tutoring to physical checkups. The program serviced mostly 9th graders, but were in the process of recruiting 10th
graders.

WASC Accreditation History
Fremont High School will have its first WASC visit in Spring 2014 after it was consolidated back
from three separate small schools in 2011. Previously, the school was reviewed as three
separate entities: CPAA (College Preparatory and Architectural Academy), Mandela Law &
Service Academy, and Media Academy. The following represents their WASC trajectory and the
Critical Needs left by the committee in their previous visits:
CPAA: The school received a full WASC review in 2006 with an additional visit in 2008 and a
three year progress report in 2009. The school was due for a full review in 2012, but because of
the transition that the school was undergoing, it was waved until spring 2014.
In 2008, the visiting committee left three specific areas for school wide improvement. They
included:
1. Refocus school-wide and department professional development time on Curriculum and
Instruction.
2. Restructure and standardize the Advisory curriculum so that all students receive
consistently rich guidance and support.
3. Use disaggregated data in order to improve proficiency rates, especially in math and
ELA.
Fremont High School
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In 2009 before their progress report visit, CPAA identified three improvement areas and shared
their plan to address these needs:
1. Improve students’ literacy skills, especially their ability to write strongly and effectively;
2. Improve students’ aptitude for critical thinking and general problem solving; and
3. Improve students’ proficiency in math through Alg. 1.
The visiting committee recognized that the school was making good progress and in their
summary wrote, “During the just concluded visit, the visiting committee felt that the school is
making excellent progress on their action plan and the recommendations made three years
ago.”
Mandela: In 2006, Mandela underwent a full WASC. In their first review, Mandela opted to
address the 19 recommendations left by the WASC committee in 2003 right before Fremont
was broken into smaller schools and developed an extensive action plan with clear
accountability measures. The school was required to undergo a 3 year progress report and left
them with four areas of follow-up. In 2009, the committee wrote, “Mandela HS is to be
commended for their commitment to improving the school based on the recommendations set
forth by the previous WASC committee. Each of the four areas have not only been addressed,
but have become a focus for the improvement of student achievement and the school climate.”
The WASC committee left Mandela with 5 additional critical areas of follow up:
1. Continue to explore ways to increase student punctuality and attendance for greater
student achievement.
2. Develop consistent rigor across the curriculum.
3. Find a more detailed reading diagnostic tool.
4. Explore and incorporate career development.
5. Continue to develop and use benchmark assessments.
Media: Media Academy underwent a full WASC study in 2006 with a progress report in 2009.
In 2009, the WASC committee left Media Academy with 4 critical areas for follow-up:
1. Complete the implementation of the Personalized Learning Plan.
2. Review the concept of ESLRs and consider the possibility of realigning existing goals with
new ESLRS.
3. Continue local outreach efforts to parents and community endeavoring to include ALL
stakeholders in the development of future development of the study.
4. Include ALL stakeholders in the development of future study.
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School’s Action Plan Goals / Current Initiatives
The principal, together with its Instructional Leadership Team (ILT) identified the following
initiatives for the 2013-14 school year:
1. Increase equitable academic achievement
2. Increase school safety and improve school culture
3. Increase parental/community inclusion in the school
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PART 2: THE SCHOOL’S QUALITY OUTCOMES
Background to the School’s Balanced Scorecard:
The School Balanced Scorecard provides data to support continuous school improvement
efforts across school communities and the District’s central office. The indicators for 2013-14
represent areas of focus for the school year, and the 2012-13 School Balanced Scorecard shows
baseline data for the past school year.
The School Balanced Scorecard data helps to monitor progress toward achieving the vision of
the District Strategic Plan. The Scorecard aspires to focus on and prioritize specific indicators,
while respecting that other indicators not represented in the scorecard remain important.
Progress on indicators within the Scorecard help in differentiating support to schools, as well as
provide the public with important information about individual and collective school progress.
The School Balanced Scorecard was developed to focus on a few of the goals and measures
contained in the 2013-14 Goals for Schools. This 2013-14 Goals for Schools includes a larger a
set of goals organized by the big 5 goal areas of the District Strategic Plan: 1) Safe, Healthy &
Supportive Schools; 2) Prepared for Success in College & Careers; 3) High Quality & Effective
Instruction; 4) Building the Full Service Community District; and 5) Accountable for Quality.
Where possible, multiple years of data for each goal were examined for growth trends and
absolute levels of achievement. A group of principals was consulted regarding the development
and refinement of metrics used in the scorecard. Each goal was then assessed to ensure that it
met the standard of being a S.M.A.R.T. goal (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, Timebound).
The professional learning calendar for the networks, led by Network Executive Officers and
Directors of Instruction, were focused on the targets set forth in the Scorecard. These
professional learning opportunities included specific protocols and facilitated cycles of inquiry
to review and utilize data to inform the action planning related to Scorecard targets.
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Attendance and Chronic Absences:
Typically, school systems focus on Average Daily Attendance (ADA) and truancy (unexcused
absences). However, ADA can hide deceptively high rates of chronic absenteeism. Likewise,
focusing only on truancy misses those students with excused absences who are missing too
much school and whose learning and academic achievement are most likely to suffer. National
and local research clearly shows that chronic absence marks a “tipping point” that has an
impact on student learning and achievement, with both short-term and long-term
consequences. A student is identified as chronically absent if he or she has missed 10% of
school days for the year-to-date, or if a student has missed 18 or more school days in a 180-day
school year. A school’s chronic absence rate is calculated by dividing the number of chronically
absent students by the total school enrollment.
The following is attendance and chronic absence information for Fremont High:
 Fremont High attendance rate during the 2012-13 school year had an average daily
attendance (ADA) rate of 92.03% which is lower than the district’s high school average
of 94.76%.
 In 2012-13, 63% of Fremont students attended at least 95% of school days. This is 6
percentage points lower than the 69% district percentage for all 9-12 students.
 In 2012-13, 17% of Fremont students were chronically absent, meaning they missed
more than 10% of school days. This is 3 percentage points higher than the 14% chronic
absence rate for all 9-12 students in OUSD.
 The attendance data for Fremont’s three largest student sub-groups, African American,
Latino, and Students with Disabilities students, reflects a strong discrepancy among the
three groups:
o In 2012-13, 52% of Fremont’s African American students attended school at least
95% of school days; this is 11 percentage points lower than the school’s average.
Also, 25% of Fremont’s African American students were chronically absent, meaning
they missed more than 10% of school days. This is 8 percentage points higher than
the school’s average. African American females had a chronic absent rate of 30%
which is extremely high.
o In 2012-2013, 65% of Latino students attended school at least 95% of school days;
this is 2 percentage points higher than the school’s average for this category. Also,
14% of Fremont’s Latino students were chronically absence, meaning they missed
more than 10% of school days. This is 3 percentage points lower than the school’s
average.
o In 2012-13, 46% of Fremont’s Students with Disabilities attended school at least 95%
of school days; this is 17 percentage points lower than the school’s average. Also,
31% of Fremont’s Students with Disabilities were chronically absent, meaning they
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missed more than 10% of school days. This is 14 percentage points higher than the
school’s average.
Suspensions:
The data presented in the scorecard under this category relates to out-of-school suspensions,
not on-campus or office referrals that do not result in removing a student from school. The
data for out-of-school suspensions are based on AERIES discipline records entered at the school
site, which show an infraction reserved for out-of-school suspension under the California
Department of Education discipline codes.
Oakland Unified School District (OUSD) focuses on African American and Latino males in
particular because they are suspended at a disproportionalte rate than the other subgroups. In
October 2012, OUSD voluntarily adopted an Office of Civil Rights Agreement to Resolve OUSD’s
disproportionate school discipline of African American students. This agreement is also
referred to as the “Voluntary Resolution Plan.” By entering into this agreement, OUSD is
committing to the transformation of school cultures, in such a way that eliminates the
disproportionate suspension and school discipline for African American students by the year
2017. Although the focus is on eliminating disproportionality in school discipline for African
American students, OUSD wants to reduce suspension rates across the board, and keep all
students in the classroom engaged in learning.
The below information is specific to Fremont High:
 In 2012-13, 18.6% of students were suspended at Fremont High. This is an almost 5%
decrease from the previous year.
 The 2012-13 suspension data for Fremont’s three largest student sub-groups, Latinos,
African American and Students with disabilities reflect a deep disproportionality. 38.6%
of the students suspended were African American, when they were 32% of the total
student population. 11% of the students suspended were Latino, when they were 51%
of the total student population. 39.1% of the students suspended were Students with
Disabilities, when they were 13% of the total student population. This
disproportionality in the suspension data has existed for the last 3 years.
Common Core Standards:
The Oakland Unified School District, like all other districts across California, is now in the
process of transitioning and implementing the Common Core State Standards. Full
implementation of the new standards and aligned assessments is expected by 2014-15.
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The Common Core State Standards call upon students to demonstrate critical thinking,
evidence-based writing, and the ability to solve complex problems and to read and understand
complex texts. Our district performance assessments in mathematics and writing are designed
to give students exposure and practice in the kinds of assessments that measure mastery of
Common Core standards of learning. These assessments are currently administered on paper.
However, in the future, students will take them online. So part of transitioning to the Common
Core State Standards means ensuring that all students are participating in Common Corealigned assessments, like the Math Performance Tasks, Science Writing Task (SWT),
Performance Writing Task (PWT), and this year’s History Writing Task. These assessments were
first introduced to the district in 2011-12 for math and in 2012-13 for the SWT and PWT, but
participation has not yet become universal across all schools. That is the reason the school’s
Scorecard has a goal of 100% participation in these tests for the 2013-2014 school year.
Scholastic Reading Inventory:
The Scholastic Reading Inventory (SRI) is a research-based reading assessment that measures
reading comprehension using the Lexile Framework for Reading. The SRI was introduced
district-wide in 2011-12 as a screening assessment of reading levels for all non-Special Day Class
(SDC) students in grades 2-12. There are three administrations of the SRI annually -- at the
beginning, middle, and end of the school year.
Prior to adopting the SRI, OUSD had no system-wide assessment that measured the reading
level of all of our students, or that measured individual growth in reading levels over time. The
SRI provides critical information about reading, which is key to student success in every content
area. The Scorecard therefore focuses on the percent of students making one or more years of
lexile gains between the first and last administrations, with the expectation that every year of
instruction should contribute to a student’s reading level by at least one year. Because this rate
measures individual growth, it requires that all students take both the initial and end-of-year
administration of the SRI. Therefore, the Scorecard also emphasizes 100% participation and a
10% increase in the percent of students making one or more years of lexile gains.
Since Fremont had a baseline of 10.6% of the 25% of students with pre-post scores, their set
goal is for 20.6% of the students to gain 1 or more years of growth as measured by this test
during the 2013-2014 school year.
Cohort Graduation and Dropout Rates:
California began using the cohort method in 2010. The four-year cohort is based on first-time
9th grade students and is adjusted over time as students leave (transfer out, emigrate to
another country, or pass away) or as new students enroll. Students who drop out are counted
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as part of the cohort, along with who remain enrolled after four years. The cohort graduation
rate is calculated by taking the number of students who graduate with a regular high school
diploma in four years or less and dividing by the total number of students who form the
adjusted cohort for that graduating class.
The average graduation rate for Fremont High for the past three years has been in the mid 50%.
African American and English Language Learners showed a lower percent than the school’s
average, especially during the 2011-12 school year. It is not unusual for English Learners,
especially those who enter as 11th and 12th graders into the school, to remain an extra year and
build their English skills especially for schools such as Fremont High that has a Newcomer
program. Many of the Newcomer students also decide to enter the workforce given their age
which increases the school’s drop-out rate for this subgroup.
A-G Requirements:
In order to be eligible for admission to the University of California or California State University
systems, California high school students must meet the A-G requirement with a grade of “C” or
better. Specifically, students must complete a set of 15 college preparatory courses drawn
from seven subject areas. Each subject area is identified with a letter, from A to G:
A. History/Social Science: 2 years
B. English: 4 years
C. Math: 3 years (Algebra 1 and higher)
D. Lab Science: 2 years
E. World Languages: 2 years
F. Visual and Performing Arts: 1 year
G. College-Prep Electives: 1 year
According to Fremont’s data, 44% of Fremont’s already reduced (see dropout rate data)
number of students that qualify for a high school diploma, met the A-G requirements to enroll
in a CSU or UC university. Although the percentage is low, there is a pattern of improvement
over the past three years from 29% in 2010 to 38% in 2011 and 44% in 2012.
California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE):
All high school students in California must pass a test to earn a high school diploma, with the
exception of some students with disabilities. The test is called the California High School Exit
Exam (CAHSEE). California created the test, which went into effect for the class of 2006, to
improve student achievement in high schools. The test helps to ensure that students graduate
from high school with a certain level of skills in reading, writing and mathematics.
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According to 2013 data, 36% of 10th grade students at Fremont High passed the English section
of the CAHSEE exam and 39% of 10th grade students passed the Math section of the CAHSEE.
Only 24% of the students passed with a Proficient score (380 or higher) in ELA and 23.7% of the
students passed with a Proficient score in Math based on data released by the California
Department of Education. When Fremont’s data is compared to OUSD’s data you notice that
Fremont’s CAHSEE passage rate in 10th grade is 21percentage points lower than the district in
both ELA and Math. This gap closes when looking at 11th and 12th grade passage rate where
Fremont High fares better than the district (see additional data in the Appendices section).
The Balanced Scorecard has a focus on the African American and Latino subgroups because
traditionally, they have lower passage rates. According to Fremont data, 22% of African
American and almost 26% of Latino students passed all sections of the CAHSEE which is lower
than the score schoolwide.
PSAT:
Like the SAT, the Preliminary SAT (or PSAT) is a college readiness test that is designed to
measure whether students are “on-track” for college. It measures critical reading,
mathematical reasoning, and writing skills and knowledge that are important for success in
college. This test is administered to 10th graders in October and students are able to take it
once per year after 10th grade. The data in the Scorecard is based on 10th grade testing only.
Less than 60% of Fremont 10th grade students took the PSAT. Based on the results of this test,
readiness data is minimal with only 2% scoring “college ready” schoolwide.
Advanced Placement:
Advanced Placement (AP) is a program created by The College Board offering college-level
courses and tests in high school, taught by specially trained high school teachers. These
courses are called Advanced Placement because students who score high enough on an AP test
can receive a semester or a year of college credit in that content area and may be eligible as a
college freshman to take higher level college courses in that content area.
AP tests are administered each year in May. They were rigorously developed and test a
student’s ability to perform at a college level. Students who take the AP exam earn a score
ranging from 1 to 5. A score of 3 is considered “passing” and qualifies students to receive
college credit depending on the college or university they apply.
A small percentage (16%) of students at Fremont High take Advance Placement Courses; the
majority of those who took AP classes only took one course. The Asian student population was
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the only ethnic group that took three or more AP courses. When you look at the results of AP
tests, you notice that an even smaller percent (5%) of students passed the test with Asian and
White students having a greater passage percent (9%) in their subgroup.
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PART 3: FINDINGS - NARRATIVE OF STRENGTHS AND CHALLENGES
The School Quality Review team spent three days (September 24, 25, and 26, 2013) observing
classrooms, school-wide activities, and various parts of the campus inside and outside the
building. The team conducted a variety of interviews (individually and in groups) with students,
parents, teachers, classified staff, administrators, and community partners. The team also
reviewed the school documents and performance data binder.
As part of the preparation for the SQR, Fremont was given an opportunity to choose the quality
standards of focus for this review. This process was followed given the fact that the review was
scheduled in the first month of school and that the administration was new. The opportunity to
focus on a narrower set of standards was intended to support the engagement and subsequent
follow up planning by the staff. The school reviewed the work they had done over the previous
year and chose nine of the nineteen standards the School Quality Review uses. These
standards included: 1.7, 1.8, 1.11, 2.2, 2.6, 3.4, 4.5, 4.6, and 5.5. These standards were chosen
because they aligned to the three school initiatives chosen by the new administrators and the
Instructional Leadership Team for the year. They were: To increase equitable academic
achievement; to increase school safety and improve school culture; and to increase
parental/community inclusion in the school.
After the Lead Evaluator reviewed the last WASC reports for each of the three small schools and
presented this information to the review team, it became evident to the Team that more
standards needed to be added so that the school could use this report to address the critical
areas of follow up specified on their WASC reports. This report further added standards 1.1,
1.4, and 1.10 to address rigorous curriculum; 1.2 to address safe classrooms; and 5.4 and 5.6 to
address vision and leadership focused on quality instruction.
The following narrative presents the general conclusions by the School Quality Review Team on
how a school is developing toward the School Quality Standards.
Each section of the Summary begins with a description of the specific focal standards for which
the SQR Team gathered evidence and made its evaluation. The Team did not gather evidence
on every School Quality Standard. The following narrative relies on specific language of each
standard’s rubric and the developmental scale for the ratings. That scale is:
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Undeveloped

There was little evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s) and/or
built the conditions described in the standard.

Beginning

There was some evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s) and/or
built the conditions described in the standard.

Developing

There was substantial evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s)
and/or built the conditions described in the standard.

Sustaining

Refining

There was strong & consistent evidence found that the school implemented the
practice(s) and/or built the conditions described in the standard.
There was strong & consistent evidence found that the school implemented the
practice(s) and/or built the conditions described in the standard, and the school has
implemented systems to review and improve these practices/conditions.
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Quality Indicator 1: Quality Learning Experiences for All Students
For Quality Indicator 1, the School Review Team investigated how a school is developing toward
the quality described in 7 focus standards:
 Standard 1: A quality school provides students with curriculum that is meaningful and
challenging to them.
 Standard 2: A quality school provides safe and nurturing learning environments.
 Standard 4: A quality school uses instructional strategies that make learning active for
students and provide them with different ways to learn.
 Standard 7: A quality school ensures that students know what they're learning, why they're
learning it and how it can be applied.
 Standard 8: A quality school provides academic intervention and broader enrichment
supports before, during, and after school.
 Standard 10: A quality school provides and ensures equitable access to curriculum and
courses that prepare all students for college.
 Standard 11: A quality school has a college-going culture with staff and teachers who
provide college preparedness resources.
Standard 1.1: A quality school provides students with curriculum that is meaningful and
challenging to them. (Rating: Beginning)
While looking at school’s classrooms, the following conditions were observed that capture the
presence of meaningful and challenging curriculum.
 In 61% of the observations conducted by the Team, learning built on students’ prior
knowledge, skills, and experiences.
 In 43% of the observations conducted by the Team, students applied learning to questions
or problems connected to their interests, goals, experiences, and communities.
 In 26% of the observations conducted by the Team, students communicated their thinking,
supported by teacher/peers, using the language and reasoning of the discipline.
 In 41% of the observations conducted by the Team, the curriculum reflected an academic
push, from the teacher, to have all students progress far and attain high levels of mastery.
The evidence gathered during classroom observations suggested to the SQR Team that
Fremont’s classrooms were not focused on engaging students in curriculum that is both
meaningful and rigorous across the school (with the exception of a few classrooms) and was
“beginning” in its development toward this standard.
The SQR Team noticed that the quality of the content/ curriculum presented in the majority of
classes was grade-level appropriate, but the format in which it was presented was simplistic
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and did not require students to communicate their thinking; that is, it was mostly teacher
guided instruction where students did very little of the talking/discussion necessary to build
academic discourse. The following are examples of instruction evidence collected by the SQR
Team: In some classes, teachers introduced the assignment for the day and passed out a
packet or set of worksheets and students were asked to read and complete the task; in other
classes, teachers passed out a packet and showed a PowerPoint presentation and expected
students to fill in the missing words or phrases individually. In other classrooms teachers gave
directions for a task and students only engaged in the activity when teachers were standing
over them and stopped when the teacher left. And even when students were engaged, as in
the case of science labs, the goal was to finish the task and did not involve students discussing
their findings or further learning from each other.
Curriculum was adjusted for students in the Special Education programs. That said, it was
concerning to the SQR Team that SDC classes were double and triple rostered, but only one
lesson was presented to students during the period although there were multiple adults in the
room that could easily differentiate the content. The Newcomer program presented a variety
of rich language activities.
Additionally, API data was not available for the 2013 school year due to not testing enough
students. The 2012 API showed a decrease in API percentage points from the previous year in
all three small schools (Architecture at 586, Mandela at 516, and Media at 522). These scores
were well below the expected 740 API target for that year. Furthermore, CAHSEE 10th grade
pass rate data, which determined AYP, has remained in the high 30% rate; this percent was 21
percentage points lower than the district’s average for this test.
The SQR Team heard that teachers “attend the districts various transition to common core
professional development opportunities” which inferred that the school was transitioning to
the Common Core State Standards. Overwhelmingly, the SQR team did not see the use of
textbooks or novels in most classrooms. The Team did observe many worksheets, some
writing, science labs, and lectures. The team also noticed highly engaging California Partnership
Academy vocational courses. For instance, in the Architecture Academy, students participated
in Graphic and Architecture Design/Drafting, and Construction Technology; students were
observed fully engaged in computer programs as well as using their hands to build wood
structures. In the Mandela Academy, students participated in Social Justice and Advocacy,
American Justice, and World Politics classes. In one of these classes, students were using
techniques such as talking to the text while reading and writing about a recent high profile
murder trial. In the Media Academy, students participated in Journalism and Media Studies. In
the Journalism class, students were observed working in groups on the production of current
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events articles for the school newspaper, such as the lack of a homecoming celebration and the
latest football victories.
Standard 1.2: A quality school provides safe and nurturing learning environments.
(Rating: Beginning)
While looking at school’s classrooms, the following conditions were observed that capture the
presence of safe and nurturing learning environments in classrooms.
 In 76% of the observations conducted by the Team, students were safe and learned free
from intimidation, bullying, and/or discrimination.
 In 43% of the observations conducted by the Team, classroom routines and structures
supported students to build positive, so that they effectively work and learn together.
 In 41% of the observations conducted by the Team, the classroom was an “accepting”
environment in which the contributions, culture and language of each student is validated,
valued, and respected.
 In 39% of the observations conducted by the Team, all students managed their emotions to
persist through difficult academic work.
 In 78% of the observations conducted by the Team, the physical environment of the
classroom was clean and organized to be safe and supportive of learning.
The information above suggests that Fremont classrooms were safe with respect to the
absence of bullying, intimidation or discrimination and that they were clean and organized
more than three-fourths of the time. The SQR Team did not observe evidence of emotional
safety being intentionally addressed in classrooms with regards to students feeling comfortable
in raising their hands and offering answers or in sharing personal ideas and experiences.
The SQR Team observed many students using cell phones (texting and listening to music) in 10th
to 12th grade classrooms. This was hardly the case in 9th grade based on classroom
observations. The SQR Team observed the document which was used to clearly implement the
9th grade expectations and was given to and reviewed with students at the beginning of the
year in advisory. Furthermore, a 9th grade letter was sent home at the beginning of the school
year explaining that, “cell phones or any other electronic devices are only permitted before
school, at lunch or after school. The consequence for using cell phones in classroom was
confiscation of the device by the teacher and keeping it for half a day.” The SQR Team heard
during interviews that there was a rule about not using cell phones during class time across the
school, but only observed it being enforced in the 9th Grade House. In several classroom
observations, a cell phone would ring or vibrate and the teacher would simply say that cell
phones could not be used during class time.
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The SQR Team also observed many students being late to class between periods and after
lunch. Again, the SQR Team found clear guidance of an attendance policy fully understood and
enforced in 9th grade and more relaxed in the rest of the grades. The SQR Team observed the
School Security Officers (SSOs) being present, but found no evidence of them engaging with or
encouraging students to go to class once the tardy bell rang. Nor did the Team find evidence of
the SSOs monitoring the halls during class time, entering classrooms to support teachers, or
further reinforcing the school rules on a regular basis. As a result, students roamed the halls or
congregated at the end of specific halls far from the main office without being addressed. The
SQR team observed some teachers sending students out of class and leaving the students
outside the classroom without having a teacher or an adult address the problem within
reasonable time; most of these students were African-American.
Standard 1.4: A quality school uses instructional strategies that make learning active for
students and provide them with different ways to learn. (Rating: Undeveloped)
While looking at school’s classrooms, the following conditions were observed that capture the
presence of instructional strategies that make learning active and provide students with
different ways to learn.
 In 57% of the observations conducted by the Team, students actively “worked”—reasoning,
reading, writing, and/or speaking the language of the discipline.
 In 20% of the observations conducted by the Team, students “worked” together in the
discipline, and their collaboration facilitated deep learning.
 In 24% of the observations conducted by the Team, students learned using various learning
modalities and/or multiple intelligences.
 In 33% of the observations conducted by the Team, students used language support
scaffolds (sentence frames, multiple choice oral responses, diagrams and other
representations) to engage in learning.
 In 15% of the observations conducted by the Team, students developed questions, posed
problems, made connections, reflected on multiple perspectives, and/or actively
constructed knowledge.
 In 17% of the observations conducted by the Team, students explained and revised their
thinking and built on and evaluated the thinking of others.
 In 39% of the observations conducted by the Team, the pacing of learning reflected an
academic push to have all students complete learning activities and reach expected high
levels of mastery (i.e., reflected that “every minute was used well”).
 In 30% of the observations conducted by the Team, various technologies were used to make
learning active and to meet the learning needs of students.
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While overall the team observed some evidence that students were experiencing active and
different ways of learning in classroom observations, there was consistent evidence of its
absence to conclude that Fremont was beginning to address the standard.
The SQR Team did not hear about or see common practices used across grade levels or
departments other than Do Now activities. Outside of the Do Now at the beginning of the
period, each classroom functioned very differently in regards to instructional strategies.
Furthermore, in many classrooms student seats were arranged in rows and they worked
individually; when students sat in groups, they did not work as a group, and typically their
conversations were about getting the answer to complete the task. There were multiple
missed opportunities during class in which students could have engaged in conversation and/or
deeper thinking, especially during parts in which teachers were reviewing the completed
assignment. Instead, teachers asked a question, one or two hands went up, the teacher only
called on those students whose hands were raised, and then the teacher moved on with
another question while the rest of the class remained quiet. In a few instances, the questions
were provoking and a few more students engaged in talking, but it was never the entire group.
In 76% of the classroom observations, students engaged in only one or two learning modalities:
listening- speaking-reading-writing-solving equations-kinesthetic, etc. Within classrooms, there
was no evidence of Kagan engagement (Think-Pair-Share, 4 Corners, line-ups, or jig-saw),
equity strategies (equity sticks, exit ticket, number heads together) or collaborative group work
strategies used to teach students to work together effectively, to keep each student engaged,
or to support every student to deeply learn content.
In 85% of classroom observations, students were not developing questions, making connections
between ideas, reflecting on multiple perspectives, or actively constructing knowledge. Most
often, students were engaged in pencil to paper worksheets individually and quietly, solving
math equations individually, listening to a lecture or going through a PowerPoint presentation
and filling out a worksheet with information from the presentation. Examples in which the SQR
Team did observe students actively constructing knowledge included students engaged in the
Performance Writing Task (PWT) teaching activities and actively following the prepared student
activities for them; using a rubric while reading a document and talking to the text; engaging in
graphic design projects; and holding a discussion about college and careers in senior advisory.
In 83% of classroom observations students did not engage in explaining, evaluating, revising,
and building on ideas as an intentional parts of the lesson plan. The SQR Team observed
students in some math classes share their thinking when explaining their process in solving a
mathematical equation. In these instances, the teacher’s questioning provoked students to go
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deeper in their thinking and to adjust their answers. This was demonstrated by a small number
of students in each class, and was not made mandatory for all.
In 39% of classroom observations the pacing of the lesson was swift and steady with teachers
and students progressing and using every minute well. In 61% of classroom observations,
students took too much time to start an activity and did not finish; in many other classrooms,
there was no alternative activity for students who finished early. As a result, students engaged
in conversations not related to the subject matter until all students finished and the teacher
moved to another activity. In classrooms with new teachers, most of class time was used to
discipline students or the pacing of the lesson was very relaxed and there were no expectations
of what needed to be finished by the end of the period.
Standard 1.7: A quality school ensures that students know what they're learning, why they're
learning it and how it can be applied. (Rating: Undeveloped)
During classroom observations, the SQR Team briefly talked to students about what they were
learning and why. In 89% of the short interviews conducted by the SQR Team during classroom
observations, Fremont students interviewed could articulate what they were working on.
These were typically the activity in which they were engaged and not necessarily how that
activity related to the learning objective of the day. For example, students answered: “reading
an article and answering questions,” “working on a project about words that begin with the
letters of the alphabet in Spanish,” “famous thinkers”, “reading,” “history,” “mathematical
terms,” “solving equations,” “Senior Project,” “parts of a story,” etc. In 36% of the short
interviews conducted by the SQR Team during classroom observations, students recognized the
connection between the day’s learning and longer-term outcomes. For students to know what
they are learning and why, a teacher must be explicit about it. In 41% of the short interviews,
students knew “when they did a good job.” Their answers revolved around the teacher telling
them how they were doing or a grade on a quiz, project, or test. A few answers revolved about
being able to explain to a parent, another student, or making a presentation in front of the
class.
The SQR Team looked for the explicit ways that teachers made the objective, goal, or target of
learning clear to students. The school did not have a practice of common board configurations
or common routines to address the learning objective for the day. In 46% of classroom
observations, the learning objective was posted but not stated or reviewed with students. In an
additional 11% of classroom observations, although the learning objective was not posted, the
teacher stated and restated the goal for the lesson. In 22% of classroom observations, an
agenda was written on the board (mainly describing the tasks and activities to cover during the
period) and in 21% of classroom observations there was no agenda or learning objective of any
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sort. In these instances, the teacher would explain the activity and students would begin the
task. It is important to mention that the 9th Grade House had a clear board configuration with
objective, agenda, and routines (Do Now, stamp sheets for on time-homework and classwork,
presentation of lesson, practice and review for homework).
The SQR Team also looked for the explicit ways that Fremont teachers checked the
understanding of students and thereby clarified what understanding they were looking for and
what it looks like to know or perform “well.” In 30% of the classroom observations, the SQR
Team found that students had their learning checked with immediate feedback regarding their
progress toward the day’s learning objectives. Some of the systems to do this included the
stamp sheets used in the 9th Grade House and in other classrooms that were beginning to
adopt this procedure.
Standard 1.8: A quality school provides academic intervention and broader enrichment
supports before, during, and after school. (Rating: Beginning)
Fremont had some classroom strategies and school-wide systems that identified which
students were struggling and needed academic support. The SQR Team also found that
classroom and school-wide strategies—before, during, and after school—provided some
academic supports. These included:
 Universal academic supports included the 9th Grade House and the three California
Partnership Academies. Within these structures teachers met and discussed students
that needed extra support and the type of support needed, and then made referrals to
the school’s support services. Another structure was the advisory period in which
teachers used for a variety of purposes (study hall, CAHSEE preparation, and college and
career curriculum).
 Targeted academic supports included Advanced Placement classes, Leadership class,
and tutoring services from Alternatives In Action (AIA) using AmeriCorp personnel and
after-school program tutors.
 Intensive academic supports included: Special Education Resource and various SDC
programs, and the Newcomer program that provided their students with a double ELD
period and Sheltered content classes.
In contrast to these strengths, the Team did not find evidence of strategies and systems to
systematically support students in passing the CAHSEE exam or to support students who did not
pass the exam. Although the school data suggested that some sort of intervention was taking
place in 11th and 12th grade to ensure students were passing the CAHSEE exam, it was not
openly observable in the master schedule and it was carried differently depending on the
academy to which students belonged. Additionally, the after-school program, AIA, primarily
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supported 9th grade students who were required by the 9th Grade House to sign up for at least
one of the activities offered by the program and not necessarily an academic support class.
Furthermore, data collected by the school on last years’ 9th graders indicated that their
academic status did not improve; overall, ninth graders maintained a D average.
Standard 1.10: A quality school provides and ensures equitable access to curriculum and
courses that prepare all students for college. (Rating: Undeveloped)
The SQR Team found little evidence that diverse groups of students were proportionally
represented in the academic programs, or that there were policies, programs, and practices
that ensured equitable access to such curriculum and courses so that students could complete a
college preparatory course work. For example:














Less than 1/3 of 10th grade students (28%) passed both the ELA and Math CAHSEE.
The overall grade point average (GPA) for 9th and 10th grade students was less than 2.0
or in the D average. African-Americans as a subgroup had the lowest GPAs.
The graduation rate data remained in the 50% range school-wide for the past three
years.
12th graders meeting graduation requirements met the A-G requirements at a rate of
44% during the 11-12 school year. Latino students had the lowest A-G requirement rate
at 37%.
English Learners had a greater challenge to graduate A-G eligible because ELD did not
count toward the English requirements. As a result, their drop-out rate was the highest
at 42%.
The Long Term English Learner population, although it made up 55% of the EL
population and 20% of the school-wide population, did not get addressed inside or
outside of the classrooms. As a result, this group continued to grow in numbers and did
not meet the requirements for re-designation.
Less than 60% of 10th graders took the PSAT with African Americans being at 33%. Only
2% of the entire group scored “college ready” in this exam with the Asian subgroup
having the highest passage rate.
Less than 25% of the juniors and seniors took the SAT test. Asians were the subgroup
with the highest percentage of “College Ready” scores.
The Advanced Placement (AP) program was small and the student make-up of these
classes did not reflect the demographics of the school.

Standard 1.11: A quality school has a college-going culture with staff and teachers who
provide college preparedness resources. (Rating: Beginning)
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The SQR Team found some evidence that school had a college-going culture with staff and
teachers who provided college preparedness resources to inform students and their families
about the importance of college, college options, the entrance requirements, and the supports
needed to successfully complete college.
The SQR Team heard that a college going culture was an area covered during Advisory periods
from administration and several teachers. When the SQR Team visited Advisory classrooms, it
observed some examples of college awareness/ readiness (e.g., transcript analysis,
presentation to community college vs. 4 year university presentation) but not throughout the
school or grade levels. Furthermore, during students’ interviews the SQR Team heard about
some support available at the school to complete college applications and to meet deadlines,
but not all students were able to explain A-G requirements when questioned. Some students
interviewed mentioned that “the school did not have a strong college focus.”
The SQR Team also heard from parents and some school staff that “workshops that began
around college awareness last year were dropped and there’s a need to pick this up again.”
The SQR Team found little evidence of how the school focused on supporting students in
college and career endeavors. Counseling was offered for some students. There was little
clarity about which students received counseling and what procedures were in place to inform
and assist students with, college entrance requirements, application, financial forms, etc. The
Team heard reports from staff that counseling efforts supported some “9th grade; working
towards building a college going culture; work with advisory teachers, going through
transcripts, getting students to sign up for SATs, meet once a month with CCRO office, and
planning on arranging parent meetings in coordination with parent center.” When students
were asked about support and counseling services, many students did not know that there was
a counselor at the school.
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Quality Indicator 2: Safe, Supportive & Healthy Learning Environment
For Quality Indicator 2, the School Review Team investigated how a school is developing toward
the quality described in 2 focus standards:
 Standard 2: A quality school offers a coordinated and integrated system of academic and
learning support services, provided by adults and youth.
 Standard 6: A quality school creates an inclusive, welcoming and caring community,
fostering communication that values individual/cultural differences.
Standard 2.2: A quality school offers a coordinated and integrated system of academic and
learning support services, provided by adults and youth. (Rating: Developing)
The SQR Team found substantial evidence that Fremont had developed systems to support “atrisk” students and to intervene early to help students acquire the attitudes, competencies,
values, and social skills they need to facilitate academic learning. Although the SQR Team did
not find evidence of the detailed process taken by the school to identify “at-risk students” with
the exception of the 9th Grade House; however, the Team did observe evidence of a variety of
services available to support students. These included:
A Coordination of Services Team (COST) composed of a multi-disciplinary team of individuals
(TUPE, Oakland Kids First- Real Hard, AmeriCorps mentors-Building Healthy Youth, College Trio
programs such as METS and UPWARD BOUND, Youth Together, Spanish Speaking Citizen
foundation-Libre and Joven Noble program for at risk youth, and mentoring) that provided
interventions for students to address their social, emotional, and health needs. This body was
overseen by the Community School Manager and serviced approximately 150 students.
The Den, the center for student life, was located in six rooms in Fremont High School’s
basement and across from the Tiger Health Clinic. These offices were assigned to the various
support providers servicing students at Fremont. This space was also used by Leadership
students and other clubs/activities sponsored by the after-school program.
The Tiger Health Clinic was open daily (32 hours total-same as school schedule) and provided
medical services including reproductive health, prevention and treatment of Sexually
Transmitted Infections (STIs), sports physicals, and immunizations. Also, patients were seen by
a clinical health educator who conducted one-on-one appointments that covered issues ranging
from sexual health to nutrition. In addition, they offered behavioral health services to students
through an onsite behavioral health specialist. The clinic serviced students at Fremont, alumni
up to the age of 21, and their families. Community families also had access to the clinic’s
services.
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A part-time Family Resource Center Coordinator funded by 21st Century funds worked with the
Spanish Speaking parents and developed opportunities in which they could participate. Some
of their accomplishments last year included the English as a Second Language classes for
parents, safety patrols, and a variety of other events that amounted to over 1500 parent
participating in activities throughout the school year. Unfortunately, some of these activities
have halted due to the change of hours of the parent coordinator and his personal
responsibilities.
The After-School Program run by Alternatives in Action serviced approximately 100 students.
This agency was relatively new at the school (in its second year) and the majority of the
students in their program were 9th graders because they were expected to participate by their
house minimally in the 30 minute daily homework club. The program had a dedicated person
to work with “males of color.” Students could also participate in a variety of activities ranging
from ethnic clubs (Poly, Raza, Asian, Muslim, Newcomer, etc.) to leadership groups such as
Youth Voices, Youth and Government, and Debate; and more artistically inclined such as
Musical Roots and Fremont Productions. Student participation in the After School Program
was tied to Advisory and students receive additional points towards this grade.
Youth Development Component: In addition to participating in leadership activities in the after
school program, there was a Leadership class. These students played an active role in
developing school-wide rallies and events to improve school culture and to come together as
ONE school. Additionally, students participated in Advisory twice per week for a total of 101
minutes per week. Although the content of advisory varied across grade levels, it was a place
where students connected with an adult in a supporting role. For example, during the SQR visit,
the team was able to observe a volleyball game for both students and adults to build culture in
the Media Academy. Ninth grade Advisory was used to build relationships and to transition
students from middle to high school. Advisory activities varied in 10th and 11th grade. The
staff reported that during the previous year, Advisory curriculum was developed around the
ESLRs. However, they also reported that this curriculum was never implemented.
The 9th Grade House had an office staffed by a social worker whose role was to identify
students that came into 9th grade with truancy, academic, emotional, legal/probation, part of
court system-homeless or foster care issues. He provided them with support or resources to
make them successful at school. He engaged in communication with students’ families, started
the School Attendance Review Board (SARB) process and referral. He also monitored
attendance of students; investigated why they did not come to school and supported them to
improve their experiences. He also provided conflict resolution, so that students resolved their
problems without a fight.
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Although the school had a variety of resources and personnel to address the health and socialemotional needs of their students, many of these services were in the beginning stages of
development and implementation and had not yet given the results necessary to transform the
experiences of students at the school.
Standard 2.6: A quality school creates an inclusive, welcoming and caring community,
fostering communication that values individual/cultural differences. (Rating: Beginning)
The SQR Team found some information that the school created an inclusive, welcoming, safe,
caring and nurturing community.
During the SQR visit, the Team interviewed a variety of students and asked them how safe they
felt at school. In these interviews, 67% of the students responded that they felt safe at the
school. When asked specifically what made the school safe, their answers varied from having
campus supervisors, classes being away from the gates, having teachers that opened their
doors during lunch, staff observed breaking up fights quickly, and many students that were
nice. Students also shared their fear of guns, knives, and gangs on campus although they had
not seen them on campus. In looking at the California Healthy Kids Survey (CHKS) administered
to 9th and 11th grade students anonymously, only 24% of the students shared that the school
was safe. In contrast, 64% of the staff and 67% of parents shared that the school was safe.
The SQR Team also learned of a Leadership class sponsored by the Community School Manager
in charge of putting together assemblies and rallies in order to create a positive school culture.
Additionally, the school had just started a Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports (PBIS)
group headed by one of the assistant principals, but their work was in its beginning stages.
They were tasked to create systems to improve the culture and climate of the school with
rewards and consequences to students’ behaviors.
A drawback heard from parents and some staff members was the need to have staff that spoke
the various languages of the families enrolled at the school. For example, a Special Education
teacher shared his challenge of parents not attending IEP meetings because there was nobody
to remind them in their language about the IEP meeting. Parents interviewed shared that the
office staff only spoke English and that the hours of the Parent Coordinator had shifted to the
afternoon, making it harder to be understood by the office staff. The principal shared that he
was waiting to fill a position for a Bilingual Spanish clerk to support parents in their language
and that he and one bilingual assistant principal helped parents with their needs, although it
took them away from their own responsibilities.
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The SQR Team learned that the 9th Grade House had the services of a case manager to support
students and parents with attendance, behavior, social-emotional issues. The 9th Grade House
also developed systems to address clear rules, expectations, and rewards. According to the 9th
Grade House Lead, these systems had resulted in the “9th grade suspension rate being cut in
half from the previous year thanks to carrying many conflict mediation sessions.” The Team also
heard reports that the systems were beginning to be adopted by other teachers, especially
those in the Media Academy.
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Quality Indicator 3: Learning Communities Focused on Continuous Improvement
For Quality Indicator 3, the School Quality Review Team investigated how a school is developing
toward the quality described in the following standards:
 Standard 4: A quality school provides professional development that models effective
practices, promotes teacher leadership, and supports teachers to continuously improve
their classroom practice.
Standard 3.4: A quality school provides professional development that models effective
practices, promotes teacher leadership, and supports teachers to continuously improve their
classroom practice. (Rating: Beginning)
The SQR Team found some evidence that professional learning activities at Fremont were
embedded in practice.
The professional development calendar for the school allowed staff to collaborate by academy
and department once per month. It also allowed staff to attend the district professional
development opportunities around SpringBoard, Common Core, District Assessments and
Senior Projects on a monthly basis. New teachers and Teach for America (TFA) teachers had
additional supports through the Beginning Teacher Support and Assessment (BTSA) Induction
program and TFA coaches who supported these teachers with feedback after classroom
observations. Additionally, thanks to a grant written by staff at the school, staff engaged once
per month in conversations around equity, racism, and the achievement gap experienced by
African American and Latino students at the school. Some comments about this type of
training included: “Equity professional development influences how teachers look at students
and think about their practice” and “equity focus is not differentiated for whites/people of
color.” Furthermore, the 9th Grade House teachers had an additional daily prep used for
professional development. During this prep time, teachers gathered to discuss advisory,
lessons, instructional practices, and students of concern.
During Teacher Focus Groups, the SQR Team further learned the variety of topics discussed by
teachers during academy and department collaboration time. For example, English teachers
collaborated around the Performance Writing Test (PWT) and had a chance to not only score
and analyze the quality of writing in their students, but to do some vertical articulation around
the quality of writing. The Math department shared that they came together with the district’s
math coach to discuss diagnostic and benchmark tests and some strategies. Algebra 1 and
Intervention Algebra teachers also met informally to support each other. The Social Studies
department met less often – about every other month. They shared that they met at the
beginning of the year and set their goals of building historical thinking and writing skills and
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increasing the number of African American students in Advanced Placement classes. The
Science Department used collaboration time to talk to each other formally and the topics
addressed during this time varied according to their need. The World Languages department
did not receive District PD, and they got together to discuss students and their needs. Special
Education meets on a “need basis”. They used much of their PD time to prepare and write their
multiple IEPs and to hold and sign their IEPs. Most teachers met with their counterpart teacher
informally and supported each other. The California Technical Education (CTE-Academy)
teachers used this time to plan units. Academy collaboration time focused around students
and their needs and the activities of the academy.
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Quality Indicator 4: Meaningful Student, Family and Community Engagement/Partnerships
For Quality Indicator 4, the School Review Team investigated how a school is developing toward
the quality described in 2 focus standards:
 Standard 5: A quality school works with students, their families, and the community, to
know how the student is progressing and participating in school.
 Standard 6: A quality school provides opportunities for families to understand what their
child is learning; why they're learning it; what it looks like to perform well.
Standard 4.5: A quality school works with students, their families, and the community, to
know how the student is progressing and participating in school. (Rating: Beginning)
The SQR Team found some evidence that Fremont provided some activities and strategies
which engaged students and their families in knowing how the student was progressing
academically. These included:









The staff engaged in a new strategy of making at least five positive phone calls per
teacher/per week but, mostly around behavior issues. Teachers documented the phone
calls on a Google drive document and this document was monitored by the Community
School Manager and the 9th Grade House’s case manager.
Teachers used Jupiter Grades to post assignments and grades. The SQR Team was not able
to verify with parents how useful this system was in meeting their needs.
A new strategy to pass out report cards and to have teachers available for conferencing on
Saturdays was beginning this year taking advantage of the TSA (extended program for
teachers).
The 9th Grade House case manager engaged in conversation with parents especially around
truancy, behavior concerns, and support referrals.
The Parent Center coordinator was tasked to meet with students with low grades and to
investigate causes of such grades. This strategy was still in its beginning stages.
Clinicians in the Program for Exceptional Children (PEC_ program reached out to parents on
a regular basis to share how their students were progressing.

While there was evidence of some parent communication around how students were
progressing academically, the school reported that most of their success with engaging parents
occurred with Spanish-speaking families and not African-American or other families
representing the student body. The school also reported to the SQR Team that last year the
school attracted approximately 200 families during conference/report card time. The school
hoped to attract more families by holding these events on Saturdays rather than on school
nights when parents worked or came home tired. The SQR Team also heard that although
teachers were open to holding conferences with families, they did not occur unless parents
requested them.
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Standard 4.6: A quality school provides opportunities for families to understand what their
child is learning; why they're learning it; what it looks like to perform well.
(Rating: Undeveloped)
Note: In contrast to Standard 4.5, this Standard focuses on the ways the school engages
families to understand what their child is learning; why they're learning it; what it looks like to
perform well; how the learning connects to the school’s overall academic vision, and what the
next steps educationally and developmentally will be.
The SQR Team gathered little evidence that the school engaged with families about the what,
why, and “so what” of the academic program. The SQR Team heard about Senior Project Nights
as a strategy to showcase student projects, but no such events for the other grade levels. The
school also heard that many teachers sent their class syllabi home, but it was not clear if these
documents were translated into different languages so that parents could read them. The
establishment of the Parent Center staffed by a part-time coordinator created opportunities to
offer workshops to parents. The coordinator reported that the shifting of the hours of the
position from morning to afternoon had negatively impacted parent participation, creating a
decline.
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Quality Indicator 5: Effective School Leadership and Resource Management
For Quality Indicator 5, the School Review Team investigated how a school is developing toward
the quality described in 3 focus standards:
 Standard 4: A quality school has leadership that ensures that the school’s shared vision is
focused on student learning, grounded in high expectations for all.
 Standard 5: A quality school has leadership that creates and sustains equitable conditions
for learning and advocates for interrupting patterns of historical inequities.
 Standard 6: A quality school has leadership that guides and supports the development of
quality instruction across the school.
Standard 5.4: A quality school has leadership that ensures that the school’s shared vision is
focused on student learning, grounded in high expectations for all. (Rating: Beginning)
In the School Self-Reflection, Fremont shared the following vision: “creating a beacon for
academic achievement, progress and prosperity for our community.” They reported that “all
of the faculty and staff on campus hold this vision, and students are reminded of it daily when
they walk into each classroom.” According to the principal, the developing of the vision was
done in conjunction with the staff during the summer retreat after the principal had shared
data on student performance from the previous year. The SQR Team observed the vision
posted on the doors of every classroom right under the teachers’ names and room numbers.
The SQR Team did not however hear any of the teachers reviewing it or addressing it in any of
the classroom observations. Furthermore, when several support staff were asked about the
school’s vision, they could not name it. The SQR Team also heard conflicting reports such as, “I
don’t know,” “Vision and mission have changed a lot over the years,” “There was too much
tension on campus and with teachers last year to consider a vision,” and “There has to be a
shared effort [developing a vision]; it is important to involve all stakeholders who can drive it
out to their groups.” It was evident to the SQR Team that the vision was developed but not
widely shared.
Furthermore, although there was a school-wide vision shared with teachers and some
additional staff members at the beginning of this school year, the academies continued to be
driven by their own vision and their established strategies to serve their students. The SQR
Team observed that the academy visions were shared in a way that the school-wide vision was
not, primarily because the school-wide vision was less focused and did not have actions and
descriptors of what it would look like in classrooms and the school if it was achieved. The SQR
Team concluded that, if the school-wide vision was strengthened in this way, it could be infused
in the work of the entire school and be used as a strong tool to move the school forward. Given
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this evidence, the SQR Team determined that Fremont leadership was “beginning” in its
progress toward the quality described in this standard.
Standard 5.5: A quality school has leadership that creates and sustains equitable conditions
for learning and advocates for interrupting patterns of historical inequities.
(Rating: Beginning)
The SQR Team gathered some evidence that the leadership of the school guided, monitored,
and supported curricular choices, instructional practices, and interventions based on expected
student learning outcomes and the school vision.
The SQR Team observed that the following activities and structures at Fremont addressed
equity issues which historically affect Latino, African-American, and high poverty communities:
• The school principal was instrumental in guiding Fremont staff to be focused on equity
by sharing data on Fremont students:
o 9th and 10th graders had GPAs below a 2.0 which meant that 80% of Fremont
students could not graduate A-G eligible. The data also showed Latino males
doing worse academically than Latinas and African-American males doing better
academically than African-American females.
o Virtually no African American students participated in AP testing and only female
African-American students enrolled in AP classes.
o There was 16% chronic absenteeism overall with African-American students
having a higher chronic absent rate of 25%.
As a result of this data inquiry, key staff members (the Newcomer coordinator,
Community School Manager and a Social Science teacher) engaged in conversations
with SF-CESS staff and later wrote a grant to have the support of equity training for the
entire staff throughout the 13-14 school year. The training began over the summer with
the three people who wrote the grant attending the training so that they could facilitate
the workshops (with support of a SF-CESS coach) for the rest of the staff. During these
professional development opportunities, teachers and additional support staff were
beginning to examine their own biases when addressing a variety of students who were
different from them.
• The creation of the 9th Grade House provided a structure in which 9th graders could
make a smoother transition to high school with supports to address academics,
behavior, and social-emotional supports.
• An Advisory structure was put in place throughout the school to support all students in
completing high school and increasing the graduation rate. The school used this
Advisory to inform and assist students with a wide spread of activities and information
during a fifty minute period, twice a week. The SQR Team wondered, however, if the
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•

•

Advisory period was sufficient to meet student needs in the short period allotted and if
its effectiveness was being measured.
The California Partnership Academies provided additional funding to introduce students
to vocational careers as well as to colleges and universities. Mentorship and internships
further supported students in the academies and provided them exposure to careers
not typically accessible to African-American and Latino students (Architecture, Law &
Pubic Service, and Media).
Newcomers were supported with double periods of ELD and with sheltered content
subject classes, including Advisory. The teachers in this program used effective
scaffolding strategies to get students talking and learning English.

The principal and the Equity PD team began the year paying attention to the low achievement
data ( CAHSEE passage rate, graduation rate, A-G meeting rates, PSAT and SAT scores, AP
participation and passage rate, etc.) and the discrepancies in suspension and attendance rate
especially in the African-American and Special Education subgroups. They hope that having all
staff engaged on seeing the discrepancies, would help improve the experiences of students
who attend Fremont and together begin to strategically transform Fremont into a high
performing school.
Standard 5.6: A quality school has leadership that guides and supports the development of
quality instruction across the school. (Rating: Beginning)
This standard addresses how the principal and the Instructional Leadership Team guides,
monitors, and supports curricular choices and interventions, instructional practices that engage
all students, and provides adequate professional learning such as coaching and supervision to
develop quality instruction across the school based on expected student learning outcomes and
the school vision.
It was evident in the data collected by the SQR Team that the new principal at Fremont was
focusing first and primarily on effecting change at Fremont in the school culture and climate.
This focus made sense to the Team particularly because the administrators could have more
immediate and significant impact on these conditions. But this meant that administration
guidance and support for instruction was not as evident, at least at this point in the year and in
the tenure of the new team. The challenge of course is that Fremont student achievement
indicated that there was an urgency to focus on quality instruction.
Some evidence however was present. The Instructional Leadership Team (ILT) with
representation of departments, academies, and the School Community Manager was formed
during the summer. Department chairs and academy leads were the frontline people who
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worked and supported their department/academy teachers with the agreed upon curriculum,
teaching practices, and interventions agreed upon within the ILT. The principal began the year
asking these leaders and staff members in their departments to set goals for the department
and for themselves individually. With the focus on culture and climate, however, this promising
start to guiding and supporting instruction was languishing. The SQR Team did not gather
evidence of systems being established to continue to coordinate instruction and to monitor
how instruction was aligned and high quality. For example, the school had not developed clear
systems around board configurations (objective, agenda, homework, etc.), advisory curriculum
for each grade level, instructional strategies to emphasize and practice across subjects,
departments, etc. The SQR Team found that the ILT was still in the beginning stages in being a
body that supported quality instruction across the school. Its work appeared to impact each
department differently depending on each teacher leader’s experience and expertise. The ILT
for example was not ready to effectively support the Media Academy, with its new lead and
several new teachers. Similarly, while the Math Department had a veteran teacher as
department chair, it was also struggling to support its many new teachers.
The SQR Team found that the school leadership did effectively ensure that teachers had time to
collaborate and receive professional development. However, while the time was allotted and
some guidance was provided as to the areas to discuss during collaboration (from the data and
document binder), there was inconsistency in participation, content, and feedback to
administration. Teachers reported inconsistencies in reporting how they were accountable to
their meetings with minutes, etc.
Although administration was mindful of their required responsibilities to oversee the evaluation
of teachers, there was only limited evidence of systems in place to observe all teachers on a
regular basis or to provide them with feedback about their instruction. There were no
academic coaches on the staff although some staff offered their support to less veteran staff in
their departments informally, and a math coach from the district supporting the math
department.
Based on this evidence, the SQR Team determined that the school was “beginning” to move
toward the quality based on the standard.
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PART 4: FINDINGS - SUMMARY EXPLANATION OF RUBRIC RATINGS
Focus
Standard
1.1

Focus Standard
Meaningful and
Challenging Curriculum

Rubric
Placement
Beginning

• Quality of the content/ curriculum presented in the majority of classes was grade-level
appropriate. Modifications were made for Newcomer and Special Education students in
those programs.
• There was not a consistent practice of explicitly building on students’ prior knowledge and
experiences across the school-see frequencies in Part 3.
• Students were not observed communicating their thinking using the language and
reasoning of the discipline. In fact, in the majority of classes students were observed
working on worksheets individually or filling in missing information based on teachers’
lectures and/or PowerPoint presentations.

1.2

Safe and Nurturing
Learning Experiences

1.4

Active & Different Types
of Learning

Undeveloped

• Little attention was focused on the “how” of teaching. The SQR Team observed:
o Students working on many worksheets
o Teacher-driven instruction, with little student talk or academic discussion
o Even when content was appropriately at grade-level, there was not consistent
academic rigor in which students were required to grapple with ideas, multiple
perspectives, apply skills with independence/ release of responsibility
o Very little evidence of reading or writing
o Little evidence of language scaffolds available for students

1.7

Students Know What
They are Learning, Why,
and How it can be

Undeveloped

• Students were generally not able to say the “why” or “how” of the learning
objective/target. Answers to “what are you learning” elicited responses of the activity and
not the standard.
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Summary Explanation of Ratings

• Students shared that they generally feel supported by their teachers and have good
relationships/rapport with them.
• Inconsistency in practices, structures, and routines which create positive relationships in an
academic setting. For example, the team observed little evidence of structures fostering
academic discussion (e.g. students in rows and working in isolation in many classes).
• Pattern of African American males sitting on the fringes of the classroom (back, sides, with
no other partners in collaborative groups) observed in classrooms.
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Applied

o
o
o

1.8

Academic Intervention
& Enrichment Support

1.10

Equitable Access to
Curriculum

1.11

2.2

Most students were not able to make the connection to why the lesson was
important to their learning beyond the task at hand.
Only one example of a teacher clarifying criteria of mastery to students was observed
Students generally were not able to say how they would know they met the objective
other than a grade or teacher feedback.

Beginning

• Although there was an expectation and acceptance that programs and academies address
intervention and enrichments (CAHSEE, tutoring, addressing D & F grades) with their set of
students, there were no systematic practices or communication of such practices across
the school to achieve positive results schoolwide.
• Although the after school program provides some academic intervention programs, 9th
Grade House took advantage of these services the most.
• Although the 9th Grade House had strong structures and supports to ensure students were
supported and successful, it was just beginning to concentrate on academics.

Undeveloped

• Few African-American students were enrolled in Advanced Placement (AP) classes.
• SDC classes were double and triple rostered, but curriculum presented was not
differentiated, although there were extra personnel in the classroom.
• There was no coordinated focus on Long Term English Learners although they made up
55% of the EL population and almost 20% of the entire school population.
• There was no evidence of a pathway for newcomers to earn their A-G requirements while
also taking ELD courses. (This was not specific to this school, but a gap district wide.)

College-going Culture &
Resources

Beginning

• The Team observed few examples of college awareness/ readiness in advisory (e.g.,
transcript analysis, intro to community college vs. 4 year, etc.).
• Although students’ interviews reflected a sense of a college-going culture and mentioned
support available to complete college applications and to meet deadlines, not all students
were able to explain A-G requirements.
• Workshops that began with parents around college awareness last year were dropped. A
need to pick this up again was expressed by several parents and staff members.

Coordinated &
Integrated System of
Academic Learning

Developing

• The school had a Community School Manager to oversee the COS Team and a variety of
agencies that supported students and their families. COST serviced over 150 students.
• The school endorsed the “Advisory” program. The content of this class varied depending
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Support Services

on the grade level.
• There was a Leadership class run by the Community School Manager. Students in this class
played an active role in developing school-wide rallies and other events to improve school
culture.
• The After School Program run by Alternatives in Action supported over 100 students with
academic as well as a variety of enrichment programs and leadership, but had only been
successful in attracting 9th grade students.

2.6

Inclusive, Welcoming &
Caring Community

Beginning

• The main office was bare with odd pieces of furniture and understaffed due to unfilled
positions.
• Several teachers shared that they needed translators to communicate effectively with
parents. At the time of the SQR, the parent coordinator’s hours had shifted to the
afternoon and there was a vacancy for an office bilingual clerk.
• The school offered English as a Second Language class for parents in the Parent Center
although it was not highly utilized (six parents enrolled in the class).
• The 9th Grade House had the services of an intervention case manager who spent many
hours carrying conflict mediations.

3.4

Professional Learning
Activities

Beginning

• Teachers attended district PD on a monthly basis. Examples of PD given included:
Springboard, EDDA, BTSA, Science, DBQ, New Hire, TFA.
• The staff was engaged in “Equity training” thanks to a SF-CESS grant written by Fremont’s
staff members.
• 9th Grade House teachers had a second prep to support them, as more than 50% of the
staff was new. During the second prep, they discussed advisory, lessons, instructional
practices, and students on a daily basis.

4.5

Student/Family
Engagement on Student
Progress

Beginning

• Some systems were beginning: Parent Center with part-time coordinator, positive phone
calls home by teachers, “Robo calls” to inform parents of school meetings and events,
Saturday events to pass out report cards, parent conferences regarding grades and
transcripts as part of the extended teacher contract.
• “Most phone calls made were for behavior issues. We need more calls about academics.”
• Jupiter Grades was available and most teachers posted completed assignments. The team
was not able to determine how useful this system was for parents.
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4.6

Family Engagement on
Academic Expectations
and Opportunities

5.4

Vision Driven

Beginning

• The summer retreat allowed the school to review and adjust the school’s vision.
• It appeared that the vision was upheld by administrators and a few Leadership members;
students, parents, and many support providers did not know about the vision or were
unclear of its content and a clear path to make it a reality.

5.5

Focused on Equity

Beginning

• Staff is engaged on “Equity conversations” with support from SF-CESS.
• There continues to be discrepancy in achievement, attendance, and suspensions among
different subgroups.

5.6

Supports the
Development of Quality
Instruction

Beginning

• The school had not developed clear guidance around board configurations (objective,
genda, homework, etc.), advisory curriculum for each grade level, instructional strategies
to emphasize and practice across subjects, departments, etc.
• The Instructional Leadership Team was in its beginning stages and the content of their
meetings was not focused on data, instruction, and gaps among students.
• Although there were department chairs and collaboration time allocated, discussions
across departments varied and were not focused on instruction.
• Most professional learning was received through the district’s monthly PD; there was no or
little coaching for teachers.
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Undeveloped

• The Team found evidence that last year, the parent coordinator organized events which
brought over 1,500 parents into school activities; this year there was less parent
involvement.
• There was evidence of some parent workshops and presentations especially around college
applications and financial education opportunities.
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PART 5: FINDINGS - FOCUS STANDARDS RATINGS CHART
Quality
Indicator

Focus
Standard

Focus Standard

Rubric Rating

1
1
1
1

1.1
1.2
1.4
1.7

Meaningful and Challenging Curriculum
Safe and Nurturing Learning Experiences
Active & Different Types of Learning
Students Know What They are Learning,
Why, and How it can be Applied
Academic Intervention & Enrichment
Support

Beginning
Beginning
Undeveloped
Undeveloped

1

1.8

1
1
2

1.10
1.11
2.2

Equitable Access to Curriculum
College-going Culture & Resources
Coordinated & Integrated System of
Academic Learning Support Services

Undeveloped
Beginning
Beginning

2
3
4

2.6
3.4
4.5

Inclusive, Welcoming & Caring Community
Professional Learning Activities
Student/Family Engagement on Student
Progress

4

4.6

Family Engagement on Academic
Expectations and Opportunities

5
5
5

5.4
5.5
5.6

Vision Driven
Focused on Equity
Supports the Development of Quality
Instruction
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Undeveloped

Developing

X
X
X
X

Beginning

X
X
X
X

Beginning
Beginning
Beginning
Undeveloped

Beginning

X
X
X
X

Beginning
Beginning
Beginning

X
X
X
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Sustaining

Refining

PART 6: APPENDICES
In Lieu of ESLRs, the school has chosen “Student Attributes”
•

The staff will promote and support our students’ commitment to achieve academic
excellence by:
o Increasing confidence in students to maximize their potentials
o Challenging students to think critically and problem solve
o Engaging students in self-assessment and goal setting
o Provoking curiosity and a drive to learn
o Having appropriate assessment criteria
o Rewarding perseverance and hard work

•

The staff will promote our students’ social responsibility by taking responsibility for
getting them to:
o Actively appreciate the contributions of others
o Think about the consequences of their decisions to themselves and others
o Respect all members of the community
o Help to sustain a safe environment
o Demonstrate kindness, courtesy and compassion
o Consider other people’s needs and perspectives
o Get involved in improving our community

•

The staff will promote our students’ accountability by taking responsibility for getting
them to:
o Come to class on time
o Attend school regularly
o Complete and turn in their class work and homework
o Do their own work
o Respect teachers and classmates
o Follow directions
o Be prepared and organized
o Follow school rules
o Meet academic goals
o Honor their promises and obligations

•

The staff will promote our students’ proactiveness by taking responsibility for getting
them to:
o Solve problems on their own
o Seek adult support when needed
o Keep trying when it gets tough
o Work hard
o Ask questions about their learning
o Challenge themselves and take the initiative to meet their goals
o Become role models and leaders
o Seek experience building opportunities beyond the classroom
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ADDITIONAL DATA:
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Academic Performance Index (API)
High schools meet API targets two ways: meeting the state target (770 for 2013) or “by
growing one point” using the California Standards Test (CST). Fremont High School did not
receive an API rating for the 2012-2013 school year. The chart below reflects previous years of
API scores and whether or not the school met the state target. This data shows an inconsistent
up and down trend depending on the Academy and in some cases a drop in API score lower
than the 2008-2009 year when all academies had their last WASC accreditation.
Met Growth Target

Growth API
School
Fremont
College Prep
Architecture
Academy
Mandela Law
& Service
Media College
Prep

200809

200910

201011

201112

201213

200809
(650)

200910
(680)

201011
(710)

201112
(740)

201213
(770)

---

---

---

---

N/A

---

---

---

---

N/A

585

604

610

586

---

No

Yes

Yes

No

---

556

536

536

516

---

Yes

No

No

No

---

600

619

613

522

---

Yes

Yes

No

No

---

California Standards Test (CST)
CST data is important at the high school level for two reasons: First, it predicts how 9th graders
will perform on the CAHSEE as 10th graders (Kohavi and Provost, 1998). Second, it gives schools
a good picture of how students match against the state’s standards. Oakland schools are not
bound by the results of the CST test during the 2013-14 school year because of the district’s
CORE Waiver process approved for the 2013-14 school year. That said, over the past three
years, Proficient and Advanced levels have remained relatively the same at Fremont High with
an average of 13%. The Far Below Basic and Below Basic scores have increased by 10%, which
means that students are sliding instead of growing using this assessment. When CST data is
disaggregated by ethnic group, African Americans have a greater percent of their students in
the FBB/BB performance bands.
Performance Band

FBB and BB

Basic

Prof and Adv

Small Schools
2009-10
---

Small Schools
2010-11
52% ELA
78% MA

---

30% ELA
16% MA

CPAA: 25% ELA
28% MA
Mandela:18% ELA
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13% ELA
6% MA

Small Schools
2011-12
58% ELA
78% MA
53% SCI
28% ELA
16% MA
32% SCI
14% ELA
6% MA
15% SCI

Comprehensive High
2012-13
62% ELA
83% MA
59% SCI
25% ELA
14% MA
30% SCI
13% ELA
3% MA
11% SCI

31% MA
Media: 35% ELA
23% MA

CST CMA ELA – Performance Levels
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CST CMA MA – Performance Levels

Annual Yearly Progress (AYP)
AYP at the high school level is determined by meeting Annual Measurable Objectives (AMOs)
mainly measured by success of 10th grade students taking the CAHSEE for the 1st time (scoring
proficient or advanced) and graduation rate (which involves passage of CAHSEE by 12th grade
and completing A-G requirements). For purposes of calculating AYP, three performance levels
were set: Advanced, Proficient, and Not Proficient. Students must score Proficient (380) or
above to meet performance goals for AYP but only need to score 350 on both the English
Language Arts and Mathematics portions of the test to meet the graduation requirement.
Fremont High School did not meet the AYP targets in English Language Arts or in Mathematics
in 2013 nor did it meet AYP targets when it was broken into small schools. Fremont met 0 of 19
AYP criteria (Participation rates in both ELA and Math, percent proficient in Mathematics based
on the Safe Harbor method of moving 10% of students into proficiency, and meeting API targets
by improving at least one point) in 2013.
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FREMONT HIGH’S 2012-1013 ATTENDANCE AND CHRONIC ABSENCE REPORTS
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California English Language Development Test (CELDT)
Fremont High School tested 247 students using the CELDT during the 2012-2013 school year.
The number of students at each Overall Performance Level was as follows: 23% Early Advanced,
22% Intermediate, 16% at the Early Intermediate and 36% at the Beginning level. It is
important to remind the reader that 55% of this population is considered “Long Term” English
Learners. The below table illustrates how English Learners are fairly equally divided in thirds as
far as growth, flat, and slide performance with “Slide or CELDT 1” just slightly higher over a two
year period while at Fremont High. Furthermore, the Arabic speaking population, students with
disabilities and 9th graders show the largest percentage rates in remaining in CELDT 1 category.
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California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) – English Language Arts and Mathematics
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Graduation and Drop Out Rates
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A-G Requirements:
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PSAT Participation and Readiness information based on 10th grade testing data
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SAT participation and readiness for college data
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Advanced Placement Course Enrollment
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Results of AP College Credit and Participation
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College Enrollment data
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Conditions for Learning
The California Healthy Kids Survey (CHKS) is administered to students (9th and 11th), staff, and
parents. According to data from the 2012-2013 CHKS:
Agree & Strongly Agree Response Statement
The school is safe for students.
There is a teacher or some other adult who
cares about students.
Teachers at the school want every student to
do their best.
Teachers help their students academically
when they need it.
Instructional materials reflect the culture of its
students.
Students are engaged in interesting and
challenging classwork
School uses students’ & parents’ voice and/or
objective data to make school improvement
decisions
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Students
N=135 or 35%
24%
47%

Staff
N=41 or 91%
64%
83%

47%

85%

47%

83%

27%

63%

40%

31%

28%

44%

Parents
N=45 or 5%
67%

66%

87%

RUBRICS FOR SCHOOL QUALITY FOCUS STANDARDS

Quality Indicator 1: Quality Learning Experiences for All Students
The Oakland Unified School District is committed to supporting high levels of learning for every student, ensuring that students are prepared for success in college, in their
careers, and as citizens. Central to this commitment is the creation of quality learning experiences for all students.
“Quality Learning Experiences for All Students” happen when every child is engaged and learns to high standards. The quality school makes sure that the school curriculum is
challenging and connects to the needs, interests, and cultures of its students. It ensures that students learn in different ways inside and outside the classroom, including having
opportunities to work with their peers, to investigate and challenge what they are taught, and to develop knowledge and skills that have value beyond the school. The quality
school supports students to take risks and intervenes when they struggle. It inspires students to see how current learning helps them achieve future goals. In a quality school,
each child’s learning is regularly assessed in different ways. This assessment information is used to plan their learning, to provide strategic support, and to empower the
students and their families to manage their academic progress and prepare for various college and career opportunities.
The following rubrics enable key school stakeholders to assess the development of a school toward the “quality learning experiences” standards, based on evidence from a
range of sources. In addition, school leaders, central office personnel, and coaches will use these rubrics to design improvement strategies and support schools’ ongoing
development. The unit of analysis for these rubrics is the school, not individuals within the school. These rubrics will not be used for the evaluation of school leaders, teachers,
or other school personnel.

Undeveloped

There was little evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s) and/or built the conditions described in the standard.

Beginning

There was some evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s) and/or built the conditions described in the standard.

Developing

There was substantial evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s) and/or built the conditions described in the standard.

Sustaining
Refining

There was strong & consistent evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s) and/or built the conditions described in the standard.
There was strong & consistent evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s) and/or built the conditions described in the standard, and the
school has implemented systems to review and improve these practices/conditions.

Definitions
Learning experiences: Structured learning experiences found in the classroom during the day; in on-campus academic intervention and enrichment opportunities
before, during, and after the school day; in mentoring, internship, and work-based learning opportunities organized by the school.
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Quality Indicator 1: Quality Learning Experiences for All Students
Standard
Standard 1: Meaningful and
Challenging Curriculum
A quality school provides students
with curriculum that is meaningful
and challenging to them. Such
curriculum is shaped by student
input, targets their assessed
learning needs, and takes
advantage of their strengths and
experiences. It educates them
about their history and culture,
and that of others. It shows how
what is learned in school can help
students to solve real problems in
their lives.
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Undeveloped

There is little
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Beginning

There is
some
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Developing

There is
substantial
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Sustaining
The school provides learning experiences that
show strong and consistent evidence of the
following:
a. Learning builds on students’ prior knowledge/
skills/ experiences.
b. Students apply learning to questions or
problems connected to their interests, goals,
experiences, and communities.
c. Students communicate their thinking,
supported by teacher/peers, using the
language and reasoning of the discipline.
d. Curriculum reflects an academic push, from
the teacher, to have all students progress far
and attain high levels of mastery.

Refining
There is strong and consistent
evidence of the standard as
described in the “Sustaining”
column.
In addition, the school has
implemented systems, including
student input, to review evidence
of these practices to ensure that all
students experience meaningful
and challenging curriculum across
the day and across the campus.
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Quality Indicator 1: Quality Learning Experiences for All Students
Standard

Standard 2: Safe and Nurturing
Learning Experiences**
A quality school provides safe
and nurturing learning
environments where adults and
students care for each other, feel
trust, and have relationships
that fully engage students in
their learning and inspire them
to work hard and push toward
higher levels of achievement.

Undeveloped

There is little
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Beginning

There is
some
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Developing

There is
substantial
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Sustaining
The school provides learning experiences that show
strong and consistent evidence of the following:
a. Students are safe and learn free from
intimidation, bullying, and/or discrimination.
b. Routines & structures support students to build
positive relationships across different individual
and cultural “lines”, so that they can effectively
work and learn together.
c. The classroom is an “accepting” environment in
which the contributions, culture and language of
each student is validated, valued, and respected.
d. All students manage their emotions to persist
through difficult academic work.
e. The physical environment of the classroom is
clean and organized to be safe and supportive of
learning.

Refining
There is strong and consistent
evidence of the standard as
described in the “Sustaining”
column.
In addition, the school has
implemented systems, including
student input, to review evidence
of these conditions to ensure that
all students experience safe and
nurturing learning experiences
across the day and across the
campus.

**Note that this standard is focused on conditions in the classroom (or locations where the core activities of teaching and learning are happening). Broader, school-wide
conditions of safety and nurture are addressed in Quality Indicator 2.
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Quality Indicator 1: Quality Learning Experiences for All Students
Standard

Standard 4: Active and Different
Ways of Learning
A quality school uses instructional
strategies that make learning active
for students, that provide them with
different ways to learn, and that
respond to their different learning
needs (including language and literacy
needs). Instruction is geared toward
the construction of meaning,
disciplined inquiry and the production
of writing and problem-solving that
has value beyond the school.
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Undeveloped

There is little
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Beginning

There is
some
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Developing

There is
substantial
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Sustaining
The school provides learning experiences that show
strong and consistent evidence of the following:
a. Students actively “work”—reasoning, reading,
writing, and/or speaking the language of the
discipline.
b. Students “work” together in the discipline, and their
collaboration facilitate deep learning.
c. Students learn using various learning modalities
and/or multiple intelligences.
d. Students use language support scaffolds (sentence
frames, multiple choice oral responses, diagrams
and other representations) to engage in learning.
e. Students develop questions, pose problems, make
connections, reflect on multiple perspectives,
and/or actively construct knowledge.
f. Students explain and revise their thinking and build
on and evaluate the thinking of others.
g. The pacing of learning reflects an academic push to
have all students complete learning activities and
reach expected high levels of mastery. (“Every
minute is used well.”)
h. Various technologies are used to make learning
active and to meet the learning needs of students.

Refining

There is strong and
consistent evidence of the
standard as described in
the “Sustaining” column.
In addition, the school has
implemented systems,
including student input, to
review evidence of these
strategies to ensure that
all students experience
active and different ways
of learning.
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Quality Indicator 1: Quality Learning Experiences for All Students
Standard
Standard 7: Students Know What They
are Learning, Why, and How it can be
Applied
A quality school ensures that students
know what they're learning, why they're
learning it and how it can be applied. It
ensures that students understand what it
looks like to know, perform, and interact
“well” (i.e. with quality). It makes sure
that students play an active role in
managing and shaping their learning and
in developing an individualized learning
plan for improvement.
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Undeveloped

There is little
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Beginning

There is
some
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Developing

There is
substantial
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Sustaining
The school provides learning experiences that
show strong and consistent evidence of the
following:
a. Students know the learning objectives for the
lesson.
b. Students recognize the connection between
today’s learning and long-term outcomes.
c. All students have their learning checked with
immediate feedback regarding their progress
toward the day’s learning objectives.
d. Students make “real world” connections about
how their learning can be applied.
e. Students understand what it looks like to know
or perform “well”.
f. Students can accurately assess how close they
are to mastering expected learning outcomes.

Refining
There is strong and
consistent evidence of the
standard as described in the
“Sustaining” column.
In addition, the school has
implemented systems,
including student input, to
review evidence of these
strategies to ensure that all
students know what they
are learning, why they are
learning it, and how that
learning can be applied.
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Quality Indicator 1: Quality Learning Experiences for All Students
Standard

Standard 8: Academic
Intervention and
Enrichment Supports**
A quality school provides
resources and programs
before, during, and after
school that ensure that
all students have the
academic intervention
and broader enrichment
supports they need to be
academically successful
and engaged as a whole
person.

Undeveloped

There is little
evidence of
the standard
as described in
the
“Sustaining”
column.

Beginning

There is
some
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Developing

There is
substantial
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Sustaining
There is strong and consistent evidence that the school provides:
a. Classroom strategies and school-wide systems identify which students
are struggling and need academic support and which students are
mastering targets and need academic enrichment.
b. Classroom strategies and school-wide systems identify specifically
why students are struggling to reach expected learning targets.
c. School-wide systems efficiently refer students to needed academic
supports, monitor their effectiveness, and adjust—ensuring that
students “get in and get out” as progress occurs.
d. Patterns of shared student characteristics are considered when
identifying student academic needs and providing supports.
e. Classroom and school-wide strategies—before, during, and after
school—provide a variety of:
 “Universal” academic supports (e.g., classroom & on-line
resources, teacher “office” hours, ASP homework help, advisory
class);
 “Targeted” academic supports (e.g., classroom push-in or pull-out
homogeneous grouping, specific EL supports, ELD or intervention
class, 504 accommodations, Saturday or summer programs);
 “Intensive” academic supports (Small-group intervention class,
assigned tutor or mentor, Special Ed IEP and class)
f. Classroom and school-wide strategies—before, during, and after
school—provide a variety of academic enrichment opportunities for
identified students (e.g., “elective” or ASP academic content;
leadership; technology; media).

Refining

There is strong and
consistent evidence
of the standard as
described in the
“Sustaining” column.
In addition, the
school has
implemented
systems, including
student input, to
review evidence of
these supports to
ensure that all
students experience
needed academic
intervention and
enrichment.

**This standard and rubric describe how a school provides a coordinated and integrated system of academic supports and enrichment that promote quality learning
experiences for all students. In Quality Indicator 2, Standard 2, the standard and rubric describe how the school provides a coordinated and integrated system of other
supports and enrichment—specifically health, safety, social-emotional, and youth development services—that are necessary to promote quality learning experiences for all
students.
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Quality Indicator 1: Quality Learning Experiences for All Students
Standard
Standard 10:
Equitable Access to
Curriculum
A quality school provides
curriculum and courses
(including A-G and AP
courses at the high
school level) that
prepare students for
college, and it ensures
equitable access to such
curriculum and courses,
for all students, through
academic interventions
that catch and support
students to complete a
college preparatory
course work.

Undeveloped

There is little
evidence of the
standard as
described in the
“Sustaining”
column.
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Beginning

There is some
evidence of
the standard
as described in
the
“Sustaining”
column.

Developing

Sustaining

There is
substantial
evidence of the
standard as
described in the
“Sustaining”
column.

There is strong and consistent evidence that the school
provides the following:
a. Diverse groups of students are proportionally
represented in the academic programs.
b. The school offers academic interventions that identify
and support specific learners who experience on-going
discrimination or who are part of historically lowerachieving groups, which gives them access to challenging
curriculum and enables them to achieve high standards.
c. These specific students are fully integrated into a
challenging core curriculum with appropriately trained
teachers.
d. All teachers and staff in key gate-keeping roles (e.g.,
counselors) have received training about access and
equity issues, and operate with clear guidelines for
ensuring full access.
e. All services at the school are coordinated efficiently and
effectively to support student learning.

Refining

There is strong and
consistent evidence of the
standard as described in the
“Sustaining” column.
In addition, the school has
implemented systems,
including student input, to
review evidence of these
supports to ensure that all
students have equitable
access to curriculum.
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Quality Indicator 1: Quality Learning Experiences for All Students
Standard

Undeveloped

Standard 11: College-going
Culture and Resources
A quality school has a collegegoing culture with staff and
teachers who provide college
preparedness resources to
inform students and families
about the importance of
college, their college options,
the entrance requirements, and
the supports needed to
successfully complete college.
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There is little
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Beginning

There is
some
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Developing

There is
substantial
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Sustaining
The school provides learning experiences that show strong
and consistent evidence of the following:
a. Students connect how their learning in class prepares
them for future college and/ or career opportunities.
b. Teachers are explicit that certain skills and dispositions
(e.g., peer collaboration, study/organizational habits)
particularly prepare students to be successful in
college and careers.
c. School staff helps students develop concrete plans for
the future and counsels them about college and career
options.
d. Students use a variety of resources to understand the
importance of college, their college options, the
entrance requirements, and the supports needed to
complete college.
e. Families use a variety of resources to understand the
importance of college, their college options, the
entrance requirements, and the supports needed to
complete college.

Refining

There is strong and consistent
evidence of the standard as
described in the “Sustaining”
column.
In addition, the school has
implemented systems,
including student input, to
review evidence of these
conditions to ensure that a
college-going culture and
resources are experienced by
all students.
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Quality Indicator 2: Safe, Supportive, & Healthy Learning Environments
The Oakland Unified School District is committed to supporting high levels of learning for every student, ensuring that students are prepared for success in college, in their
careers, and as citizens. Central to this commitment is the creation of learning environments that are safe, supportive, and healthy for all students.
“Safe, Supportive, and Healthy Learning Environments” recognize that all members of the school community thrive when there is a broad, coordinated approach to identifying
and meeting the needs of all members. The quality school is a safe, healthy center of its community. Its students, their families, the community, and school staff feel safe
because school relationships, routines, and programs build respect, value individual and cultural differences, and restore justice—in the classrooms, hallways, and surrounding
neighborhood. Its members are healthy and ready to learn, work, and parent because they have access to services—before, during, and after the school day—that address
their academic, emotional, social, and physical needs. In such a quality school, the adults in the community coordinate their support so that students plan for and are prepared
for future success.
The following rubrics enable key school stakeholders to assess the development of a school toward the “Safe, Supportive, & Healthy Learning” standards, based on evidence
from a range of sources. In addition, school leaders, central office personnel, and coaches will use these rubrics to design improvement strategies and support schools’ ongoing
development. The unit of analysis for these rubrics is the school, not programs or individuals within the school. These rubrics will not be used for the evaluation of school
leaders, teachers, or other school personnel.

Undeveloped
Beginning
Developing
Sustaining
Refining

There was little evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s) and/or build the conditions described in the
standard.
There was some evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s) and/or build the conditions described in the
standard.
There was substantial evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s) and/or build the conditions described in the
standard.
There was strong & consistent evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s) and/or build the conditions
described in the standard.
There was strong & consistent evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s) and/or build the conditions
described in the standard, and the school has implemented systems to review evidence of these practices/conditions.
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Quality Indicator 2: Safe, Supportive, & Healthy Learning Environments
Standard

Standard 2:
Coordinated and Integrated
System of Support Services
A quality school has systems
to identify at-risk students
and to intervene early. The
school provides 1) health
and social-emotional
services and 2) a youth and
community development
component to help students
acquire the attitudes,
competencies, values, and
social skills they need to
facilitate academic learning.

Undeveloped

There is little
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.
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Beginning

There is some
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Developing

There is
substantial
evidence of the
standard as
described in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Sustaining
The school provides learning environments that show strong
and consistent evidence of the following:
a. Systems are in place to identify which students are
struggling and why they are struggling and to support
their health/social emotional issues.
b. Systems are in place to refer students to the supports
that address their need(s) following the RTI model.
c. A broad menu of on-site strategies, services and
partnerships respond to student/family needs.
d. Students are provided healthy food and health-focused
physical activity.
e. Health education is integrated into classrooms, programs,
and services.
f. The school has a youth development component
(citizen/values programs, advisory, leadership class,
student council, internships, etc.) to help students acquire
the attitudes, competencies, values, and social skills they
need to facilitate academic learning.
g. Strategies and/or organizational structures (e.g., houses,
academies, etc.) provide social supports for all students.
Staff can modify these strategies/structures to meet
students’ needs.

Refining

There is strong and
consistent evidence of the
standard as described in the
“Sustaining” column.
In addition, the school
monitors, reviews, and
adjusts these practices with
input from the various
stakeholders of the school,
including students, in order
to ensure that the school
provides a coordinated and
integrated system of
academic and learning
support services.
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Quality Indicator 2: Safe, Supportive, & Healthy Learning Environments
Standard

Standard 6:
Inclusive, Welcoming, and
Caring Community*
A quality school creates an
inclusive, welcoming, safe,
caring and nurturing
community which: 1. Fosters
respectful communication
among students, families,
staff, and community. 2.
Values individual and cultural
differences. 3. Engages and
partners with students,
families, and community. 4.
Creates a positive school
climate that includes behavior
management as well as
structures that recognize
improvement, achievement,
and growth.

Undeveloped

There is little
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Beginning

There is some
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Developing

There is
substantial
evidence of the
standard as
described in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Sustaining
The school provides learning environments that show strong
and consistent evidence of the following:
a. Students and parents feel safe and free from threat,
bullying, and/or discrimination.
b. Students and parents trust staff.
c. Students and their families are “known” by school staff.
d. Procedures and practices support new students and their
families to quickly feel like members of the school
community.
e. Staff, students, and their families intentionally build
caring and supportive relationships across different
individual and cultural “lines”.
f. Interactions are characterized by caring communication.
g. Procedures and practices support students to resolve
and heal conflicts and “restore justice” to the school
community.
h. Structures and activities before/during/and after school
create a safe and inclusive environment for students
(main office, playground, hallways, cafeteria, etc.)
i. The school has effective behavior management schoolwide that creates a positive school climate (rewards,
progressive discipline plan, celebrations to recognize
improvement/ achievement, daily routines that reinforce
culture of the school, etc.)

Refining

There is strong and
consistent evidence of the
standard as described in the
“Sustaining” column.
In addition, the school
monitors, reviews, and
adjusts these practices with
input from the various
stakeholders of the school,
including students, in order
to ensure that students and
their families experience
an inclusive, welcoming,
safe, caring and nurturing
community.

*This standard addresses systems and practices outside of the classroom and it complements QI 1.2
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Quality Indicator 3: Learning Communities Focused on Continuous Improvement
The Oakland Unified School District is committed to supporting high levels of learning for every student, ensuring that students are prepared for success in college, in their
careers, and as citizens. We believe that thriving schools consistently endeavor to develop as robust learning communities.
A “Learning Community Focused on Continuous Improvement” describes a school that consistently and collaboratively works to improve the school and to produce higher and
more equitable outcomes by students. The school staff – in collaboration with students, families and the broader community – study, reflect, and learn together to strengthen
their individual and collective efforts. They consistently look at data, plan, monitor, and evaluate their work. Through these efforts, they share decision-making, responsibility,
and accountability.
This Learning Communities rubric focuses on the members of the community whose primary responsibility is student learning: teachers and those who support teachers. This
group of individuals is not de facto a learning community; however, they develop into a learning community as they collaborate, build trust, challenge one another, and support
one another – in service of student learning.
This rubric enables schools to self-assess against the quality school learning community standards, based on evidence from a range of sources. In addition, the Quality
Accountability and Analytics office, other central office personnel, and coaches will interact around this rubric to develop growth plans and support schools’ ongoing
development. The unit of analysis for this rubric is the school, not individuals or teams within the school.

Undeveloped
Beginning
Developing
Sustaining
Refining

There was little evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s) and/or built the conditions described in the
standard.
There was some evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s) and/or built the conditions described in the
standard.
There was substantial evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s) and/or built the conditions described in the
standard.
There was strong & consistent evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s) and/or built the conditions
described in the standard.
There was strong & consistent evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s) and/or built the conditions
described in the standard, and the school has implemented systems to review and improve these practices/conditions.
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Quality Indicator 3: Learning Communities Focused on Continuous Improvement
Standard

Standard 1:
Collaborative Planning, Data
Collection and Analysis
A quality school ensures that
teachers work together
collaboratively, using meaningful
data, focused on student progress

Undeveloped

There is little
evidence of the
standard as
described in the
“Sustaining”
column

Beginning

There is some
evidence of
the standard
as described in
the
“Sustaining”
column

Developing

There is
substantial
evidence of
the standard
as described in
the
“Sustaining”
column

Sustaining
There is strong and consistent evidence of the following:
a. Teachers meet at least once a month for
collaborative planning and inquiry focused on student
learning.
b. Teachers use collaboration time to map curriculum
backwards from high leverage, important learning
goals/outcomes/standards; collaboratively make
curricular choices; and plan instruction and
assessments.
c. Teachers regularly look at evidence of student
learning (formative and summative assessment data
or student work) to understand students’ level of
mastery of the learning objectives.
d. Teachers collect multiple kinds of data about student
performance and their experience of learning.
e. Teachers use their data analysis to identify specific
needs for re-teaching, intervention, and extension for
individual students.
f. Based on this evidence of student learning, teachers
share best practices, trouble shoot dilemmas, and
plan re-teaching and extension activities.
g. All teachers take responsibility for creating and
maintaining quality collaboration structures by
participating fully, supporting a clear agenda,
recording notes and decisions, and following-up with
assigned tasks.

Refining

There is strong and
consistent evidence
of the standard as
described in the
“Sustaining” column.
In addition, the
school has
implemented
systems to review
and improve the
practices that ensure
effective
Professional
Learning
Communities
focused on student
progress.

Note: While the original standard (written in 2010-2011) focused on DuFour’s definition of Professional Learning Communities as the ideal structure for teacher collaboration,
current support for teacher collaboration (in OUSD in 2013-2014) is taking multiple forms, all of which prioritize building learning communities that are respectful, focused on
student learning, and which use multiple data sources to examine student learning and experience of learning.
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Quality Indicator 3: Learning Communities Focused on Continuous Improvement
Standard

Standard 4:
Professional Learning Activities
A quality school has professional
learning activities that are
embedded in practice, promote
teacher leadership, and support
teachers to evaluate and revise
their classroom practices.
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Undeveloped

There is little
evidence of the
standard as
described in the
“Sustaining”
column

Beginning

There is
some
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column

Developing

There is
substantial
evidence of the
standard as
described in the
“Sustaining”
column

Sustaining
There is strong and consistent evidence that high quality
professional learning activities help teachers improve
student learning.
Professional Learning Activities at the school are:
a. Embedded in practice. They are useful to teacher
practice with students, and model effective
instructional strategies.
b. Aligned to the vision and mission of the school.
c. Targeted towards and responsive to the current needs
of students and teachers.
d. Developmental and differentiated to meet the needs of
all teachers at the school.
Professional Learning Activities at the school:
e. Promote teacher leadership.
f. Support teachers to evaluate and improve their
classroom practices.
g. May include:
• Whole staff learning opportunities
• Individual or small group coaching
• Supervision
• Peer Coaching
• Peer observations
• Lesson study
• Cycles of Inquiry
• Training in a specific item
• PLCs
• Participating in protocols such as “Looking at
Student Work”, “Tuning”, Etc.
• Study groups or book studies

Refining

There is strong and
consistent evidence
of the standard as
described in the
“Sustaining” column.
In addition, the
school has
implemented
systems to review
and improve the
practices that ensure
high quality
professional learning
activities for
teachers.
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Quality Indicator 4: Meaningful Student, Family and Community Engagement/Partnerships
The Oakland Unified School District is committed to supporting high levels of learning for every student, ensuring that students are prepared for success in college, in their
careers, and as citizens. Central to this commitment is meaningfully engaging students, families, and communities as key partners in this work.
“Meaningful Student, Family, and Community Engagement/Partnerships” result when the school staff ensures that students, families and the community are partners in
creating quality learning experiences for all students and a “full-service” school for the community. A quality school draws on the strengths and knowledge of the students,
their families, and the community to become a center of support to the community and to meet the needs of all its members. Students, families, and community groups are
“at the table”—giving voice to their concerns and perspectives; looking at data; planning, monitoring, evaluating the quality of the school; and participating in key decisions.
The following rubrics enable key school stakeholders to assess the development of a school toward the “Meaningful Student, Family and Community
Engagement/Partnerships” standards, based on evidence from a range of sources. In addition, school leaders, central office personnel, and coaches will use these rubrics to
design improvement strategies and support schools’ ongoing development. The unit of analysis for these rubrics is the school, not programs or individuals within the school.
These rubrics will not be used for the evaluation of school leaders, teachers, or other school personnel.

Undeveloped
Beginning
Developing
Sustaining
Refining

There was little evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s) and/or built the conditions described in the standard.
There was some evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s) and/or built the conditions described in the standard.
There was substantial evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s) and/or built the conditions described in the standard.
There was strong & consistent evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s) and/or built the conditions described in the
standard.
There was strong & consistent evidence found that the school implemented the practice(s) and/or built the conditions described in the
standard, and the school has implemented systems to review evidence of these practices/conditions.

Definitions
Leaders: Principals are the primary leaders of their schools; some schools have assistant principals, coaches, and/or teachers who also have formal roles as leaders. In
addition, every member of a school community has opportunities to function as a leader, depending on the school’s needs and the individual’s specific skills.
School Staff: Staff includes the principal, other administrators, and teachers (certificated), as well as other adults who work in the school (classified).
School Community: The community includes school staff, students, students’ families, individuals from the neighborhood, community-based organizations, and
support providers who are associated with the school.
Leadership Groups: Schools have a variety of groups that provide guidance for and make decisions regarding the school. All schools have school site councils (SSCs)
that are responsible for strategic planning, and many schools have additional structures, such as an Instructional Leadership Team, which guide and support the
ongoing work of the school.
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Quality Indicator 4: Meaningful Student, Family and Community Engagement/Partnerships
Standard

Undeveloped

Beginning

Developing

There is little
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

There is
some
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

There is
substantial
evidence of
the standard
as described in
the
“Sustaining”
column.

Standard 2:
Working together in
Partnership
A quality school shares
decision making with its
students, their families,
and the community, as
part of working together in
partnership. They share
information, have
influence over school
improvement and support
the creation of policies,
practices, and programs
that affect students, thus
becoming agents of
change.
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Sustaining
There is strong and consistent evidence of the following:
a. The school has high-quality activities and strategies
which build the capacity of students, families, and
community to work together in partnership.
b. The school creates structures and mechanisms to bring
families of all racial, ethnic, socio-economic backgrounds
which are representative of the student body as partners
and volunteers into the school.
c. The school creates structures and mechanisms which
continuously engage families, including those who are
less involved, to get their ideas, input, and involvement.
d. Student, family, and community groups (Coordination of
Services Team, After School programs, community
agencies, etc.), in partnership with the school, set clear
and measurable goals that are aligned with the school
wide vision and goals.
e. The school has developed/adopted and implemented
standards of meaningful engagement (either school or
district approved) to build effective student, family, and
community partnerships.
f. Students and their families participate in both mandated
representative bodies (SSC, ELAC, etc.) and other
collaborative structures and share decision making
around school programs, improvement plans, expected
student outcomes, etc.

Refining

There is strong and consistent
evidence of the standard as
described in the “Sustaining”
column.
In addition, the school has
implemented systems to
monitor the effectiveness of
these practices to ensure that
a school works together in
partnership.
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Quality Indicator 4: Meaningful Student, Family and Community Engagement/Partnerships
Standard
Standard 5:
Student/Family
Engagement on Student
Progress
A quality school
communicates with
families effectively so they
know how the student is
progressing and how they
participate in the school
community. It allows clear
two-way channels for
communication. The
school uses strategies that
help families overcome the
language, cultural,
economic, and physical
barriers that can limit their
full participation.

Undeveloped

There is little
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.
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Beginning

There is
some
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Developing

Sustaining

There is
substantial
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

There is strong and consistent evidence of the following:
a. The school has multiple high-quality activities and
strategies which engage students and their family in
knowing how the student is progressing academically
and engaging in the school community.
b. Families and school staff have trusting relationships and
engage in regular, two-way, meaningful communication
about student progress.
c. These activities and strategies are designed to minimize
language, cultural, economic, and physical barriers that
can limit students and their families’ full participation.
d. The school has created and implemented policies that
encourage all teachers to communicate frequently with
families about student academic progress and student
engagement in the school community. These policies are
well communicated with staff and families.

Refining

There is strong and consistent
evidence of the standard as
described in the “Sustaining”
column.
In addition, the school has
implemented systems to
review evidence of the
effectiveness of these practices
to ensure effective
student/family engagement
on student progress.
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Quality Indicator 4: Meaningful Student, Family and Community Engagement/Partnerships
Standard
Standard 6:
Family Engagement on
Student Learning
A quality school provides
opportunities for families
to understand what their
child is learning (grade
level standards); why they
are learning it; what it
looks like to know,
perform, and interact
“well” (i.e. with quality);
and what potential
career/college pathways
are before them.

Undeveloped

There is little
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Beginning

There is
some
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Developing

Sustaining

Refining

There is
substantial
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

There is strong and consistent evidence of the following:
a. The school engages with families, not only about how
their child is progressing academically and socially, but
about the what, why, and “so what” of the academic
program. That includes the overall academic vision and
mission, what it looks like to do well academically and
socially, and to map out toward what goals this quality of
work is taking a student.
b. These strategies help each student and their families
overcome the language, cultural, economic, and physical
barriers that can limit full understanding.

There is strong and consistent
evidence of the standard as
described in the “Sustaining”
column.
In addition, the school has
implemented systems to
review evidence of these
practices to ensure effective
family engagement on student
learning.

Note: This standard draws a contrast with Standard 5 in the way that the school engages with families, not only about how their child is progressing academically and socially,
but about the what, why, and “so what” of the academic program. Typically in this stage of development, a school engages with parents and families to discuss their overall
academic vision and mission, to clarify what it looks like to do well academically and socially, and to map out toward what goals this quality of work is taking a student.
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Quality Indicator 5: Effective School Leadership and Resource Management

The Oakland Unified School District is committed to supporting high levels of learning for every student, ensuring that students are prepared for success in college, in their
careers, and as citizens. We believe that the leaders of a school play a critical role in this success: supporting students, nurturing and guiding teachers, and empowering
families and the community – thriving together as a full service community school.
“Effective School Leadership & Resource Management” happens when school leaders work together to build a vision of quality and equity, guiding the efforts of the school
community to make this vision a reality. Leaders focus the school community on instruction, enabling positive academic and social-emotional outcomes for every student. Leaders
guide the professional development of teachers and create the conditions within which teachers and the rest of the community engage in ongoing learning. These leaders manage
people, funding, time, technology, and other materials effectively to promote thriving students and build robust, sustainable community schools.
This rubric enables schools to self-assess against the quality school leadership standards, based on evidence from a range of sources. In addition, the Quality Accountability
and Analytics office, other central office personnel, and coaches will interact around this rubric to develop growth plans and support schools’ ongoing development. The unit
of analysis for this rubric is the school, not individuals within the school. A separate tool guides the development of individual leaders, based upon OUSD’s Leadership
Dimensions. This rubric will not be used for the evaluation of school leaders.
Undeveloped
Beginning
Developing
Sustaining
Refining

There was little evidence found that the school has implemented the practice(s) and/or build the conditions described in the standard.
There was some evidence found that the school has implemented the practice(s) and/or build the conditions described in the standard.
There was substantial evidence found that the school has implemented the practice(s) and/or build the conditions described in the standard.
There was strong and consistent evidence found that the school has implemented the practice(s) and/or build the conditions described in the standard.
There was strong and consistent evidence found that the school has implemented the practice(s) and/or build the conditions described in the standard,
and the school has implemented systems to review and improve these practices/conditions.

Definitions
Leaders: Principals are the primary leaders of their schools; some schools have assistant principals, coaches, and/or teachers who also have formal roles as leaders. In
addition, every member of a school community has opportunities to function as a leader, depending on the school’s needs and the individual’s specific skills.
School Staff: Staff includes the principal, other administrators, and teachers (certificated), as well as other adults who work in the school (classified).
School Community: The community includes school staff, students, students’ families, individuals from the neighborhood, community-based organizations, and support
providers who are associated with the school.
Leadership Groups: Schools have a variety of groups that provide guidance for and make decisions regarding the school. All schools have school site councils (SSCs) that
are responsible for strategic planning, and many schools have additional structures, such as an Instructional Leadership Team, which guide and support the ongoing work of
the school.
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Quality Indicator 5: Effective School Leadership and Resource Management
Standard

Standard 4:
Vision Driven
A quality school has leadership which
ensures that the school’s shared vision is
focused on student learning, grounded in
high expectations for all students, and
guides all aspects of school life.
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Undeveloped

There is little
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Beginning

There is
some
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Developing

Sustaining

There is
substantial
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

There is strong and consistent evidence of the
following:
a. The school’s vision is focused on student learning
and high expectations for all students.
b. The school’s vision guides all aspects of the
school’s programs and activities.
c. The school’s leadership engages all constituents
in aligning their efforts to the vision.
d. Members of the school community are
knowledgeable about and committed to the
vision.
e. School leaders consistently act on core beliefs
which reflect the vision and mission.

Refining
There is strong and
consistent evidence of
this standard as described
in the “Sustaining”"
column.
In addition, the school
has implemented systems
to review and improve
the practices that ensure
that all aspects of the
school are guided by the
shared vision, focused on
student learning and high
expectations for all.
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Quality Indicator 5: Effective School Leadership and Resource Management
Standard

Standard 5:
Focused on Equity
A quality school has leadership
that creates and sustains
equitable conditions for
learning and advocates for
interrupting patterns of
historical inequities.

Undeveloped

There is little
evidence of the
standard as
described in the
“Sustaining”
column.
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Beginning

There is some
evidence of
the standard
as described in
the
“Sustaining”
column.

Developing

There is
substantial
evidence of the
standard as
described in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Sustaining
There is strong and consistent evidence of the following:
a. The school leadership consistently articulates the need to
interrupt patterns of inequities.
b. School leadership guides the development and quality of
services that support all students to have equal access to
learning (including academic, social-emotional, health,
family well-being, adult attitudes, etc).
c. The school staff consistently engages in practices that
interrupt patterns of inequity.
d. The school staff frequently collects and analyzes learning
data by subgroup in order to monitor and adjust practices
designed to interrupt patterns of inequity.
e. The school staff has implemented programs to address
specific subgroup needs based on their learning data.
f. Resources are used to meet the needs of all students
equitably: staffing, technology, materials, space, etc.
g. School leadership fosters an ongoing dialogue among
school and community constituents across race, class,
age, and school and community to engage in bold change
to achieve equitable school results.
h. School leadership acts in concert with allies to
systematically address inequities; help others navigate the
system and remove or circumvent institutional barriers to
student opportunity and achievement.

Refining

There is strong and
consistent evidence
of this standard as
described in the
“Sustaining”"
column.
In addition, the
school has
implemented
systems to review
and improve the
practices that ensure
that the leadership is
focused on equity.
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Quality Indicator 5: Effective School Leadership and Resource Management
Standard

Standard 6:
Supports the Development of Quality
Instruction
A quality school has leadership that
guides and supports the development of
quality instruction across the school to
ensure student learning.
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Undeveloped

There is little
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Beginning

There is some
evidence of
the standard
as described in
the
“Sustaining”
column.

Developing

There is
substantial
evidence of
the
standard as
described
in the
“Sustaining
” column.

Sustaining
There is strong and consistent evidence that the
leadership of the school (principal, specialists, ILT,
etc.):
a. Guides, monitors, and supports curricular choices
and interventions based on expected student
learning outcomes and the school vision.
b. Guides, monitors, and supports instructional
practices that engage all students in high quality
learning, are aligned with the school vision.
c. Ensures that there is adequate professional
learning, coaching, and supervision to develop
quality instruction across the school.

Refining
There is strong and
consistent evidence of
this standard as described
in the “Sustaining”"
column.
In addition, the school
has implemented systems
to review and improve
the practices that ensure
the development of
quality instruction across
the school to ensure
student learning.
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Quality Indicator 5: Effective School Leadership and Resource Management
Standard

Standard 9:
Culture of Mutual Accountability:
Collaboratively develops outcomes &
monitors progress
A quality school has leadership which
collaboratively develops outcomes,
monitors progress, and fosters a culture
of mutual accountability.
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Undeveloped

There is little
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Beginning

There is some
evidence of
the standard
as described in
the
“Sustaining”
column.

Developing

There is
substantial
evidence of
the
standard as
described
in the
“Sustaining
” column.

Sustaining
There is strong and consistent evidence that:
a. The school staff has developed clear student
outcomes and goals for learning and behavior.
b. The school staff has developed clear professional
expectations and goals for staff.
c. The school staff monitors students’ progress.
d. The school staff monitors staff expectations.
e. The school staff follows clear processes and
procedures to hold themselves accountable to
one another and the goals and expectations.
f. There is a culture of mutual accountability within
the staff – staff members have productive
difficult conversations that continually improve
their collaboration and work with students and
families.

Refining
There is strong and
consistent evidence of
this standard as described
in the “Sustaining”"
column.
In addition, the school
has implemented systems
to review and improve
the practices to
collaboratively develop
outcomes, monitor
progress and have a
culture of mutual
accountability.
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Quality Indicator 5: Effective School Leadership and Resource Management
STANDARD

Standard 10:
Organizational Management
A quality school has leadership which
develops systems and allocates resources
(time, human, financial, and material) in
service of the school’s vision.
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Undeveloped

There is little
evidence of
the standard
as described
in the
“Sustaining”
column.

Beginning

There is some
evidence of
the standard
as described in
the
“Sustaining”
column.

Developing

There is
substantial
evidence of
the
standard as
described
in the
“Sustaining
” column.

Sustaining
There is strong and consistent evidence that:
a. The school’s resources are allocated in service of
the school vision
b. The school’s resources are maximized in service
of the vision
c. The school leadership effectively leverages
district and community resources, grants and
partnerships in service of the school vision
d. The school leadership effectively uses the
district’s budgeting systems (RBB, IFAS, etc.) to
maximize use of state and federal funds in
service of the school vision
e. The assignment and use of TSAs, coaches, etc.
are appropriate, effective, and focused in service
of the school vision
f. The school leadership seeks out additional
resources to meet identified student needs and
aligned to the school vision.

Refining

There is strong and
consistent evidence of this
standard as described in
the “Sustaining”" column.
In addition, the school staff
regularly reflects on their
approach to resource
allocation, and has
adjusted their approach
and systems to better
allocate resources in
service of the school’s
vision.
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